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Jesuit momento stolen
JCU officials suspect Mount Union fans
The thef tof a Campus 1\tinistry
plaque has led John Carroll University officials to question arch
rival Mount Unionasrothewhereabouts of the item repaned m1ss·
mgSaturday morning.
According to Rev. Peter J
Fennessy, SJ., directOr of Campus
Mimstry, a plaque whiCh hung on
the wall opposite theCampus Ministry offices was missing Saturday
morning.
The plaque, wh1ch Introduced a
one-of-a-kind jesuit Gallery con·
s1sting of jesuit biographtes from
around the world,comaincdaJohn
Carroll University code of arms.
"I'm sure I would have noticed
Friday at 5:30 p.m. when 1 was

plaque was reported missing
ll a.m . Saturd.ty morning
A Sccunty scan of the area etght
hours before. mdicated the pbquc
was sull present. McCaff rcy said
"Myguysthink they saw tt when
they were lockmgnpat3a m ,"said
McC1ffrcy "(Fenncssr) dts.:overcd
it around 11 a.m."
Theftof the nem wasconfirmcd
by both McCaffrey, and jerry
Custer, director of physico1l phlnt.
According to Custer, phys1co1l
plant is the only Carroll depart·
ment that has access to the instru·
ment used totheremovetheplaque
from the wJII brJckets. When
Custer was first informed about the
missing piece, he suspt'cted 1t was
taken down to be fixed or duplicated, but that theory was dis-

tool): sa1d Mannmg "They forced
It off somehow ldon't'><'l' <myot her
way of gett 1ng It ofl •
As ol pre:;:; ll m,._ no susprrts
ha\'c been .tpprchenc.lcd 111 rel.111on
w the theft, btu qul's!lons still"rc·
lll<lln whether .trch 1"1\',tl111cm bers
of .1 Mount Union Collt'gc group.
which held •I prc·footb,tll game
brunch in the .lfl',t whet c tht' pl.tque
hung, m•IY be rcsponstbk. Dean of
Studcnls,Joe F.lrrdl ~1iJ
··1 h.wc .llre.tdy called the dean
of Mount limon:· f'.1rrcll S.ltd. "I
don't WJI1l tO,li:CliSC ,\1\)'0nc. but 1l
seem$ like a souvcntr There';. a
smell of th<H"
According to Farrell. ,t phone
call w,1s n1.1dc to !Crry Y.tylor,
Mount Union de.m ~,r students,
Monday morn mg. Taylor returned

a ro und this a rea," Fennessy said.

rnis"'d

l' arrc\\'s call \ ,\tc M o n<hy .\\ tc\

John R. Thome
Editor-in-Chief

)uhnR \!.orne

Campus Ministry Director Rev. Peter J. Fennessey, SJ., is left
wondering the whereabouts of the Jesuit plaque, which was
reported missing aturday momin .

ommi tee to work
on sign policy
Kevin Bachman
News Editor

The Student Union moved one
step closer to ending the debate on
the signs in the atrium as they
elected 5 students to work with the
administration on formulating a
permanent policy.
The students, Bill Glunz, chief
justice of the student union, Genesis Brown, president of the junior
class, Monroe France, president of
the sophomore class, Megan
Mooney, and Toddy Spisak will
serve on the committee.
Fr. Richard P. Salmi, SJ, vice

president for student affairs, Lisa
Heckman, director of student activities, and Joe Farrell, dean of
students, will serve on the committee, worklng with the students
to come up with a final pohcy.
"l feel that my stand was a little
extreme, but l was very happy to
see that people are behind me. I
know Fr. Richie, and I understand
Fr. Richie as a friend. He knows
where I stand on the policy, and I
know where hestandsas well," said
Glunz.
Each organization and each ofSee Committee, page 3

Course evaluations set to go
Lym Sabol
Staff Reporter

The Student Union is producing a course evaluation list that
should be available to all students in the spring.
The booklet will consist of ·
each course offered and the instructor who teaches it, all evaluated by the students.
The idea of creatingthisbooklet was started back in 1990, by
Bob Wagoner who graduated in
May. As a freshman, he felt that
the students would benefit
greatly from this publication.
Sincemanyotherschoolshad
similar evaluations that were
student-run, he felt that it was
"absolutely necessary at John
Carroll," said Wagoner.
He began with door-to-door
surveys, not realizing how much
time and commitment this task

would take. F.inally, in 1993 with
the consent of the administration,
open hearings were held to share
the project with the faculty and
students.
"The faculty responded very
positively towards it, although
there were some minor differences
with the surveys," Wagoner said.
Presently, jason Stevens is the
chairperson of the Student Union
Academic Committee, and said
that the evaluation procedure
consisted of anapprovedscan·tron
questionnaire, distributed to each
classroom for the students tO answer. A student volunteer will
dismbute the evaluations in the
classrooms, then collect and seal
them to be tallied. The I.JUesuonnaire results will be tabulated by
the uni versity'scomputer services
andtheresponseswill be published
See Academics, page 3

"This is lhe Jesuil Gallery - !00je-

suits from around the world repre·
seming all provinces and all ceotunes."
The gallery was put up in 1986
as part Carroll's bicentenmaL
AccordingroFranCisMcCaffrey,
director of Campus Police, the

.~round

"I asked

mpus Minis«Ty, . 4& '.,·I~IPooi-.l:IIUII<UAi'IATcAPl!W!~ol.ill44-

was taken down: Custer said. ·r
thmk it was stolen."
Don Manning, a physical plant
foreman satd the only way tore·
move the plaque without the tool is
to use extreme force.
"I'm the only one who has (the

C;tmpus, farrt"' said.
AtternptstorcJch the [)c,m li1y·
lor on Tuesday were m vcm, but an
offlctJI m the Mount Umon DeJn
of Students office. who would not
release her name. said no informa
See Stolen, page 3

Fr. O'Connell new to John Carroll
Melissa Somrack
Staff Reporter

So, you are still seemgnew faces
on campus? Here's one you will
wanttomeetthisyear. Besuretodo
it soon because he will only be here
for one year.
OccupyingtheMillerChairthis
year is Father RobertJ. O'Connell,

SJ.
O'Connell teaches philosophy
and finds the atmosphere here at
John Carroll a little bit dtfferent
from Forham University in New
York.
"It's Qohn Carroll) smaller and
tidier. The students arc pleasant.
It's a happy place: O'Connell remarked.
O'Connell grew up in Queens in
New York C1ty and graduated from
HolyCrossCollegein 1945. He was
also in the naval ROTC at Holy
Cross. After the navy. O'Connell
joined the Society of jesus in 1946.
O'Connell studied theology for
one year in France, three years in
Belgium and Germany, and finished hisdoctorate at theSorbonne
in Pans.
O'Connell has written nearly a
dozen books.mostof them on Saint
Augusttne.
O'Connell enjoys tcachmg im mensely 'IItke to watch the light
of lomprchens1on light up in their

Fr. Robert J. O'Connell, SJ., a visiting Jesuit from Fordham, will
call Rodman Hall his home for the next year.

(his students') eyes."
For the past thirty years at
Fordham, O'Connell has taught
subjects such as August me and the
anc1ent philosophers.
The Mtller Ch.m honors the
memory of Father Edmund Miller,
':>j., who was rectOr of thejohnCar·
roll University Jesuit Cotnmumty,

professor of Classto.:al Lmguages,
,md a trustee ol the University.
ThisCh.1ir ,tllows the Univcrsuy
to bnnp; in ,\1\ cst.tblished :o.eholar
for the purpose oltc.tChmgand rcsc<Hch.

O'Lon nell h.1s .tlso Ix·ena Vtsit·
11tgSchol.tr .tt V.mdcrbutlt.Fairltdd
and Duke untvrr~itics
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Facul y members receive fun n
Liz Whiteman
Staff Reporter

fiveyearsago,membersofjohn
Carroll's East Asian Studies
Program noticed there was a,
"shortage of competent japenese
teachers, especially on the
secondary school level," said
Michael Gallagher, director of
foundation Relations.
Gallagher has been working
wit hseveral mhers toobta ina grant
from the National Endowment for
the Humanities(NEH). Their hard
work was rewarded with a$213,000
grant from the NEH.
Susan Long, the coordinator of
the East Asian Studies Program,and
the project director, came up with
the idea to trai n highschoo, foreign
language teachers to teach Japanese because of the, "tremendous
need to bring]apanese to the area,"
Long said.
Fifteen participants will be selected for the project. The participants will be selected from acomminee consist ing of Long, Linn
Sommerfeld, the assistant project
director; and professors David
Anderson, Kathleen Roskos and
Ann Sherif. The selection committee will be looking for applicants

who are certified language teachers with enthusiasm and commitment to see tli.e project
The commllte w1ll also look at
local support from the school districts to which they belong, so that
they will be able to teachjapanese
when they complete the program.
Applicationsaredueinjanuaryand
the candidates will be notified of
the decision in february.
Those selected for the program
will begin the training in the
summer of 1995 with an intensive
six week workshopatjohn Carroll.
On Monday through friday the
participants will anend five hours
ofjapaneseclasses,additional time
during the week will be spent on
the study of Jq.panese history and
culture.
The two main instructors for
the japanese language will be
Keiko Nakano,ajohn CarrolljapaneseteacherandAnnSherif,aJapanese professor at Case Western Re. serve University. Therewillalsobe
other instr uctors to teach Japanese
culture and history.
During the 1995-96 school year
the participants will take a night
course, includingjapanese culture
and history, twice a week in inter-

5100 Mayfie ld Road • Lyndhurst, Ohio 44 124
(216) 461-3774 • Fax (2 16) 46 1-044 1
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MONDAY'S- $4.00 Pitchers

TUESDAY'S - D.J. 9:00pm to 1:00pm

mediate Japanese, in addition to
four one-day workshops, evaluating their progress. In the summer
of 1996, the participants w1ll be
flown to Nanzan University 1n
Nagoya, ]a pan for a five week program.
They will be staying withjapanesefamiliesandfocusingonlearning the language, but will also be
learning about]a pa nese an, flower
arranging, ink painting, and calligraphy.
The last five days of their trip
will be spent travellingaroundjapa n. That fall, the participants will
take a class once a week on how to
teach japanese.
All of the costs for the partici-

pants will be covered, and in addttion they will be g1 vena sri pend of
$250 a week, which comes out to a
little over $5000 each. Most of the
costs of the program will be covered by the gram, but approximately $60,000 will still need to be
funded.
However, Gallagher is, "confidant that this will be no big problem,"and theexpressed interest and
sul?port from the community has
been high, Gallagher said.
Several letters have been wmten from representatives of local
high schools showing theirsu pport
andenth usiasm regarding both the
idea and feasibility of the project.
Long and Gallagher believe
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there are several advantages to
rrammg tea.chers who are already
cenif ied in one Ia nguage. They will
have an interest in languages, and
would hopefully be able to learn
the japanese language easier
Therearetwomain reasons why
high schools do not offer japanese,
Gallagher said. The first of these is
because with tight budgets, most
schools can notafford to hire a new
teacher to instruct japanese. This
program would enable the schools
to Qffer Japanese without hiring
any new teachers.
Also, there is a shortageofjapanese teachers, especially at the secondary school level. This program
will try to alleviate both problems.

to do with the revisions."
Thecom mit tee is also interested
in the student body's opinion. The
facu lty will have more input, since
many will be a part of the university longer than the students, but
the ~tudem body's input is still of
great importance.
Studen ts offer another vital
point of view about the revision.
The hearings are open to everyone
and all are encouraged to attend
andspeakoutaboutthernatter. The
committee will not recommend
any course of action to the faculty
forum until the week of hearings
is over.
"This is democracy in action. It
is messy and takes a long time, but
it works," said Thompson.
The student body's attendance
at the hearings will give the com~illsightithatrnayhave never

been constder . VJri en commentsarealsoencouraged. A written statement is a very hel pfu l
sourceof informationsinceyoucan
easily recall it, said Thompson.
All statements should be d irected to the Committee on Academic Policies, care of Dr. Paul Thompson. Depart ment of Philosophy. These comments should be
received by Monday, October 17.
The hearings will take place on
Monday, October 10, from 12-1:30
p.m., Tuesday,October ll,f rom 4:455:30 pm.,and Wednesday, October
12,from 4:30-5:30 p.m. in the S.A.C.
Conference Room; on Thursday;
October l3,f rom 8:30-lOa.m. in the
Murphy Room. The committee
welcomes all input on the 1ssue.

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

1982 W A RR ENS VILLE CENTER ROAD

381-5555

Committee

Committee looks to hear new ideas
Christina Hynes
DwightOison,DavidStenson, Paul
Assistant News Editor
Thompson. f rederick Travis, and
The Core Curriculum of john Brenda Wirkus.
Carroll is a subject of interest to
"At these hearings, the job of
every person involved in the uni- CAPS is neither to attack, defend,
versity community.
nor amend the proposed revision,"
Last spring, prelimi nary hear- readsthememoattached totheproings were held concern ingchanges posal.
in the Coreturriculum in the LibThe main purpose of the hearera! Arts. The Committee on Aca- ings is to inform and listen to any
demicPolicieshasreceivedthepro- views proposed. After the hearposed revision of the current cur- ings, the CAPS committee will forriculum. These changes will effect mulate a policy and recommend it
the entire university com munity.
to the faculty forum . The
Next week, ope n hearings will committee's job is to consult the
be held by the Committee on Aca- universi ty on the proposed changes
demic Policies (CAPS) in order to to th e Core Curriculum in the Libinvolve the entire university in the era! Arts.
"The hearings are purely neuprocess of this revision.
Members of the CAPS commit- tral,"said Thompson, Chairperson
tee include professors Ken neth of the committee. "The committee.
Eslinger, Valerie Flechmer, David is charged by the faculty forum to

GI.A NNI 'S
ON MAYFIEILD
WeLcome Back JCU Sruoenrs

NiqHTly DRiNk SpECiALs
CoMiNq OcTobER 1sT
Full SERViCE KiTCHEN opEN Till
1:~0AMI

B eALL BIRTHRIGHT

38 1-9073

ficer had one vote apiece. Twentyseven people were nominated for
the committee with 17 accepting
theirnomi nations. Origi nallyjoh n
Cranley, president of the student
union, and Mike Colyer, executive
treasurer of the student union, were
elected tot hecomm ittee, but chose
to step down and allow someone
else to serve in their place.
·
That moved MooneyandSpisak,
who were elected alternates, onto
the committee.
"Mike Colyer, Billy Glunz and
myself all thought we had valuable contributions to add to the
committee. But ideologically, we
areverysimilar. lt'smyjobtogive
others a chance to speak," said
Cran ley.
Regardless, the four other students who were elected to the committee were happy to have the
chance to serve in this capacity.
"I think that the committee is
made up of a well-rounded group
of people. I believe I will give good
input as a sen ior, transfer student,
and Greek," said Spisak.
The committee wil l begin to
meet soon to discuss th e current
policy
They wi ll talk about signs
which might conflict with that of
-the university, and what revisions,
if any, need to be made in order to
improve the aes thetics of the
atrium while giving st udents and
ca mpus organizations the access
to an effectiveadvertisingand publicity medium.
"I thinkstudentsshould be able
to express themsel ves, even if it's
aga inst the policies at john Carroll
University. I feel that 1 have some
newideas,and,ona whole,thecommlttee can work together," sa1d
Mooney, the student issues cochairperson.
'
"I feel that it's my experience
working with the Student Union
and other orga nizations that I can
contribute as far as working with
Fr. Richie," said France.
The possible restri ct ions on
what can and cannot be hung is a
serious concern of the Student
Union and the committee members.
"There should be some basic
guarantee that people can use the
atrium as a freedom of expression,"
said Cranley.
But listening to each other
might be the best way to come up
with a permanent policy. "I think
I'm willing to listen more than l'm
willing tospeak,"satd Brown

Mike Gildea
Staff Reporter
There is an event coming soon to the Grasselli
Library that has both students and faci litiyexcited.
Dr. George Bilgere, an
assistant professor of English, will read from his
recently published book.
The Going on October 10,
at 4:00pm in the Mackin
Room.
TheGoing, has received
the Devins Award. which
is given out by the University of Missouri Press
to its best new poetry release.
"It boasts the recognition factor of the book but
more than that is is diffiJohn R Thorne:
l
Dr. Gorge Bilgere will read from his
cu t to achieve notoreity
book entitled, The Going, on October
m poetry and any acclaim
10 at 4:00pm in the Mackin Room.
is terribly exciting," said
"A,:-c.: .:a..:
.:. d~e
:..:..rm
::..:..:,i~c:..s:::...:.::.=:.:::.:::..:..:..~::.:.::.fo-r.-n-o-r-ag-a-in-st the evaluation, because he is not familiar with all the
continued from page 1
details and the procedure to which
and distributed in late spring, just the evaluations will be conducted.
in time for registration.
Dr. frankNavratil,deanofBusiThemainconcernandtimecon- ness, said "teaching is an imporsumingaspect of the project was to tant function of the facul ty and
communica te with the admin is- anything that is done to increase
tration and "in no way appear Cit) teaching performances is imporas a conflicting movement, on the tant." Navra til added, "There is
partof thestudents,"said Wagoner. some legitimate concern on the
The administrative side holds pan of the faculty...fear and critimixed opinions on the issue.
cism of their performances. It is a
"It is not wrong for the students part of human nature to pick apart
to rate the facu lt y. but it can crea te and emphasize the negativeaspects
the wrong impression of the qual- of anything," he said. As long as
ity of courses from the srudents' there is "respect for sensitivity"and
view," said Dr. FredrickTravis, Aca- if the in formation is used approdemic Vice President.
priately. Navratil feels this evaluaBut, Travis, however is neither tion will enhance the ualit o!

Stolen,
continued from page 1
tion has surfaced concerning
the whereabouts of the jesuit Gallery piece on their campus.
"There have been no phone calls
made that I am aware of," the official said.
Farrell said because of the proximity of the brunch,Mount Union,
which beat the Blue Strea ks 10-7
Saturday, is the most likelysuspect.
"I don't want to point any fingers,butthat'sexactlywhat I think
happened," Farrell said.
The other possibility, which
Farrell was reluctant to believe is
the plaque was stolen by a Carr~ll
student.
"If anyone had it here on cam-

pus, we'd pretty quickly fi nd it,"
said Farrell. "There cou ld bean expuls ion or suspension, depending
on the disciplinary board."
McCaffrey agrees wi th farrell
that a Carroll student stealing the
plaque is a possibility.
"Obviously someonestole it," he
said. "It could be one of our students. We've had them take little
mementos before. •
The plaque was valued at $70100,butthemonetaryval ueisminimal compared to the time and ef-.
fort involved in replacing the
plaque, fenness y said.
"If you're going to steal something fora trophy,1 think you could
be a little more considerate," said
fen ness y. "As far as 1 know, no one
has a copy of the text that was out

The KPMG Peat Marwick Accounting Professorship in
International Business

The Walter and Mary
Tuohy Chair of
Interreligious Studies

presents a lecture by

CLEVELAND

PARMA

226-5996

486-2600

661-6400
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' Jubilee People; Jubilee World
Six lectures by Marla Hams, Ed. D.
Fordham University/ New York
University/ Aubum Theological Seminary
Tuesdgy ,September 20
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Tuesday, Septembfi 27
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Diebold,. Inc.
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Bilgere to read award-winning book

continued from page 1

HOTLINE 1·800-550-4900

LAKEWOOD

Bilgere.
"It (The Gomg) is a series of poems about a Mid-Western family...
This book is made up of poems that
together form a narrative" said
Bilgere Some of the poem~ have
already been published independently. Theyhaveappearedinsuch
Literary Magizinesas the Sewanee
Review, Ken:;un Review, Iowa Review, and the Chicago Review.
Literary Magazines are where
most poets' reputation are maintained, said Bilgere
When youattenda reading, "you
learn about the person reading the
poem and yourself," said Dr. David
LaGuardia, the English departmemcha irperson. •Accessableand
illusive," is how LaGuardia described Bilgere's book.
Dr. Bilgere will be receiving the
rewards of this book throughout
hiscareer,said LaGuardia. Bilgere
will probaly receive more in-

vitarionstoread his poetry.. It helps
him to be known outside the john
Carroll circle more than healread y
is, said LaGuardia.
Bilgere is hard at work writing
new and exciting poetry. He will
soon have poetry P!lblished in Poetry Magazine and m Field Magazine.
"I am alsowritmga book of poems about my experience as a
Fulbright Scholar in Spain," said
Bilgere.
Growing up in the midwest insptred Bilgeretousethemidwestas
the setting for some of h1s poems
Bi lgere says that he brings two
important goals to his classes: to
teach English effectively and to
bring his experience as a writer to
the class.
"I got excited about writing
when attending an undergraduate
workshopanddecided to continue
to write," he said.

teaching.
Eventhoughmostoftheadministrationand faculty feel that this is
a "valuable service," said Stevens,
and most are supportive of the
booklet, some are still in opposition. Bur Stevens was reluctant to
name specific faculty members.
"Thefacultyandadministration
can't give us their out-right support, but they know we have the
right to do this," Stevens concluded.
Dennis Percy, the vice president
of the Student Union said that"this
is the biggest thing the Student
Union has accomplished this year."
Percy feels that rhead m ini stration~
concerns were properly addressed
and the booklet will be "fair and

john Cranley. president of the
Student Umon,speaksof the project
as"a demonstra tion of thestudents'
righ ts and abil ities to make
informed decisions when registering for classes."
The Student Union is continuing to work with the faculty tO accomplish their goal of creating a
student run course evaluation list,
that should be distributed this
spring.
Their next meeting will be
Thursday, October 6, at 6 pm, m
the Student Union office.

ob' ctive ...

there."
According to Fe nnessy, a
smaller jesuit biography was stolen four years ago. Due to the the
detail and historical nature of the
the biography. it was difficult to
replace, he said.
"I had to figure out (what jesuits)wereout there, match thef rame,
match the matting. match the paper, and of course it was aged," he
said. "If they're going to steal something, Iwish theywouldstealsomething would not cause this kind of
trouble."

lrlhOI:>ftQ"lts'
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Facul y members receive undin
Liz Whiteman
St aft Reporter

Fiveyearsago,membersofjohn
Carroll 's East Asian Studies
Program noticed there was a,
"shortage of competent japenese
teachers, especially on the
secondary school level ," said
Michael Gallagher, d1rector of
Foundation Relations.
Gallagher has been working
withseveralotherstoobtainagrant
from the National Endowment for
the Humanities(NEH). Their hard
mrkwasrewardedwitha$213,000
grant from the NEH.
Susan Long, the coordin ator of
the EastAsianStudiesProgram,and
the project director, came up with
the idea to train highschool foreign
language teachers to teach japanese because of the, "tremendous
need tobringJapanese to the area,"
Long said.
Fifteen participants will be se·
lected for the project. The partici·
pants will be selected from acorn·
mittee consisting of Long, Linn
Sommerfeld, the assistant project
director, and professors David
Andersen, Kathleen Roskos and
Ann Sherif. The selection committee will be looking for applicants

who are certified language teach·
ers with enthusiasm and commit·
ment to see die project.
The committe w1ll also look at
local support from the school districts to wh1ch they belong, so that
they will be able to teach japanese
when they complete the program.
Applicationsared ue injanuaryand
the candidates will be notified of
the decision in February.
Those selected for the program
will begin the train ing in the
summer of 1995 with an intensive
six week workshopatJoh n CarrolL
On Monday through F nday the
participants will attend five houts
ofjapaneseclasses,additional time
during the week will be spent on
the study of J~panese history and
culture.
The two main instructors for
the japanese language will be
Keiko Nakano,ajohn CarrolljapaneseteacherandAnnSherif,aJapanese professcr at Case Western Reserve University. Therewillalsobe
other instructors to teach japanese
culture and history.
During the 1995-96 school year
the participants will take a nigh t
course, includingjapanese culture
and history, twice a week in inter-
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mediate japanese, m add ition to
four one-day mrkshops, evaluat·
ing their progress. In the summer
of 1996, the participants will be
flown to Nanzan University in
Nagoya,Japan for a five week pro-gram.
They will be staying with japa·
nesefam iliesand focusing on learn·
ing the language, but will also be
learningaboutjapanese art, flower
arranging, ink painting, and cal·
ligraphy.
The last five days of their trip
will be spent travelling around ja·
pan. Thatfall,theparticipantswill
take a class once a week on how to
teach japanese.
All of the costs for the partici·

pants will be covered, and in addi·
tion they wtll beg1ven a stipend of
$250 a week, wh tch comes out to a
little over $5000 each. Most of the
costs of the program will be cov·
ered by the grant, but approxi·
rna tel y $60,000 will still need to be
funded.
However, Gallagher is, "confi·
dam that th is will be no big prob·
!em," and the expressed interest and
support from the community has
been high , Gallagher said.
Several letters have been written from representatives of local
highschoolsshowing theirsupport
and enthusiasm regard ing both the
idea and feasibility of the project.
Long and Gallaghe r believe

THE

DwightOlscn,DavidStenson, Paul
Thompson, Frederick Travis, and
Brenda Wirkus.
"At these hearings, the job of
CAPS is neither to attack, defend,
nor amend the proposed revision,"
reads the memo attached to the pro·
posal.
The main purpose of the hear·
ings is to inform and listen to any
views proposed. After the hearings, the CAPS committee will for·
mulate a policy and recommend it
to the Facul ty Forum. The
committee's job is to consult the
university on the proposed changes
to the Core Curriculum in the Lib·
eral Arts.
"The hearings are purely neutral," said Thompson, Chairperscn
of the committee. "The committee.
is charged by the Faculty Forum to
»li$~ Then weca.ndecidewhat
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to do with the revisions."
Thecommitteeisalsointerested
in the student body's opinion. The
faculty will havemoreinput,since
many will be a part of the univer·
sity longer than the students, but
the ~tudem body's input is still of
great importance.
Students offer another vital
point of view about the revision
The hearings are open to everyone
and all are encouraged to attend
andspeakoutaboutthematter. The
committee will not recommend
any course of action to the Faculty
Forum until the week of hearings
is over.
"T his is democracy in action. It
is messy and takes a long time, but
it works," said Thompson.
The student body's attendance
at the hearings will give the com·
mitteeinsightsthaunay have never
been considere . Wri ten commentsarealsoencouraged. A wr itten statement is a very helpful
scurceof inforrnationsinceyoucan
easily recall it, said Thompsen.
All statements should be di·
rected to the Committee on Aca·
demic Policies, care of Dr. Pau l Th·
ompscn, Department of Philoso·
phy. These comments should be
received by Monday, October 17.
The hearings will take place on
Monday, October 10, from 12-1:30
p.m.Tuesday,Octoberll.f rom 4:45·
5:30p.m., and Wednesday, October
12, [rom 4:30-5:30 p.m.in the SAC.
Conference Room; on Thursday,
October l3,f rom 8:30·10a m.in the
Murphy Room. The committee
welcomes all input on the issue.
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ficer had one vote apiece. Twent y·
Mike Gildea
seven people were nominated for
Staff Reporter
th e committee with 17 accepting
There is an event comtheirnom inations.Originallyjohn
ing soon to the Grasselli
Cranley, president of the student
Library that has both stu·
union, and Mike Colyer, executive
dents and facilitiyexcited.
treasurer of thestudent union, were
Dr. George Bilgere, an
elected tat he committee, but chose
assistant professor of En·
tO step down and allow sc meone
glish, will read from his
else to serve in their place.
·
recently published book,
That moved MooneyandSpisak,
The Going on October 10,
who were elected alternates, omo
at 4:00pm in the Mackin
the committee.
Room.
"Mike Colyer, Billy Glunz and
TheGoing,hasreceived
myself a ll thought we had valu·
the Devins Award, which
able contributions to add to the
is given out by the Uni·
committee. But ideologically, we
versity of Misscuri Press
are very si mi Ia[ It's my job to give
to its best new poetry re·
others a chance to speak," said
lease.
Cranley.
"I t boasts the recogn i·
Regardless, the four other stu·
tion factor of the book but
dents who were elected to the com·
more than that is is diffi·
John R Tnorn.r:
J
mittee were happy to have the
Dr.
Gorge
Bilgere
will
read
from
his
cu
t to achieve notoreity
chance to serve in this capacity.
book entitled, The Going, on October
in poetry and any acclaim
"I think that th e committee is
is terribl y e)(citing," said
made up of a well-rounded group 10 at 4:00pm in the Mackin Room.
"A.=--c
...:::...:
a....:
d.:;.e:=!m:.:.:..:,i;:-c
:...:
s
:
:..:.::.:..:..:.:::..:::..:::...:..:..:.:::::::..:..::fo-r.
n
-o-r
a
g-a-inst the evaluation, beof people. I believe I will give good
input as a senior, transfer student,
cause he is not familiar with all the
continued from page 1
and Greek," sa id Spisak.
details and the procedure to which
The committee will begin to and distributed in late spring, just the evaluations will be conducted.
meet soon to discuss the current in time for registration.
Dr. FrankNavratil,deanofBusi·
policy.
The rna inconcernand timecon- ness, said "teaching is an impor·
They will ta lk abou t sig ns sum ing aspect of t he project was to tant function of the faculty and
which might conflict with that of communicate with the adminis· anything that is done to increase
-the university, and what revisions, tration and "in no way appear Cit) teaching performances is impor·
if any, need to be made in order to as a conflicting movement, on the tant." Navratil added, "There is
improve the aesthetics of the partof t hestudents,"said Wagoner. scme legi timate concern on the
atr ium while giving students and
The administrative side holds pan of the faculty...fear and criti·
campus organizations the access mixed opinions on the issue.
cism of their performances. It is a
to an effectiveadvertisingand pub"It is not wrong for the students part of human nature to pick apart
licity medium.
to rate thefaculty, but it can create and emphasize the negativeaspects
"I think students should be able the wrong impression of the qual· of anything," he said. As long as
to express themselves, even if it's ity of courses from the stUdents' there is "respect for sensitivity' and
against the policies at John Carroll view;" said Dr. Fredrick Travis,Aca· if the information is used appro·
Universi ty. I feel that I have sc me demic Vice President.
priately, Navratil feels this evalua·
newideas,and,ona whole,thecom·
tion will enhance the ualil )' of
mittee can work together; said
pus, we'd pretty quickly find it,"
Mooney, the student issues co·
said Farrell. "There cou ld be an exchairperscn.
'
'
pulsion or suspension, depending
"I feel that it's my experience continued from page 1
tion has surfaced concerning on the disciplinary board."
working with the Student Union
McCaffrey agrees wi th Farrell
and other organizations that I can the whereabouts of the jesuit Gal·
that a Carroll student stealing the
contribute as far as working with lery piece on their campus.
F[ Richie," said France.
"There have been no phone calls plaque is a possibility.
"Obvious! y someonestole it," he
The possible restrictions on made that I am aware of," the offi·
said. "It could be one of our stu·
what can and cannot be hung is a cia] sa id.
serious concern of the Student
Farrell said because of the prox· dents. We've had them take little
Union and the committee mem· imity of the brunch, Mount Union, mementos before."
The plaque was valued at $70 ·
bers.
which beat the Blue Streaks 10·7
"There should be some basic Saturday, is the most like! ysuspecr. lOO,butthemonetaryvalueismini·
"I don't want to point any fin· mal compared to the time and ef· .
guarantee that people can use the
atrium as a freedom of expresswn," gers, but that's exactly what I think [on involved in replacing the
plaque, Fennessy said.
said Cranley.
happened," Farrell said.
"If you're going to steal some·
But listening to each other
The other possibility, which
might be the best way to come up Farrell was reluctant to believe, is thing for a trophy,l think you could
with a permanent policy. "I thin k the plaque was stolen by a Carroll be a little more considerate," said
Fennessy. "As far as [ know, no one
I'm willing tO listen more than l'm student
willing to speak," sa1d Brown.
"If anyone had it here on cam· has a copy of the text that was out
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Bilgere.
"It (The Gomg) is a series of po·
ems about a Mid-Western family. .
This book is made up of poems that
together form a narrative," said
Bilgere. Some of the poems have
already been published indepen·
dentl y. They have appeared insuc h
Literary Magizines as the Sewanee
Review, Kenyon Review, Iowa Re·
view, and the Chicago Review.
Literary Magazines are where
most poets' reputation are maintained, said Bilgere.
When youattenda reading,"you
learn about the perscn reading the
poem and yourself," said Dr. David
LaGuardia, the English depart·
mentchairperson."Accessableand
illusi ve," is how LaGua rd ia de·
scribed Bilgere's book.
Dr. Bilgere will be receiving the
rewards of this book throughout
his career, said LaGuardia. Bilgere
will probaly rece1ve more in·

Monday, October 17,1994
8:00p.m.
Jardine Room
'

Public Cordially Invited

vitationsto read his poetry..lt helps
him to be known outside the John
Carroll circle more than he already
IS, said LaGuardia.
Bilgere is hard at work writing
new and exciting poetry. He will
soon have poetry p~blished in Poetry Magazine and in Field Maga·
zine.
'[am also writing a book of poems about my experience as a
Fulbright Scholar in Spain,' said
Bilgere.
Growing up in the midwest in·
spired Bilgeretousethemidwesras
the setting for some of hIS poems.
Bilgere says that he brings two
important goals to his classes: to
teach English effectively and to
bring his experience as a writer 10
the class.
"I gor excited abom writing
when attending an undergraduate
workshop and decided to continue
to write," he said.

teaching.
John Cranley, president of the
Even though mostof theadmin· Student Union,speakso£ the project
istrationa nd faculty feel that this is as "a demonstration of the students'
a "valuable service," said Stevens, rights and abilities to make
and most are supportive of the informed decisions when register·
booklet, scme are still in opposi- ing for classes."
tion. But Stevens was reluctant to
The Student Un ion 1s continu·
name specific faculty members.
ing to mrk With the faculty to ac·
"The facultyandadm inistration complish thei r goal of creaung a
can't give us their out-right sup· student run course eva! uation list,
port, but they know we have the that should be distributed this
right to do this,"Stevensconcluded . spring.
Dennis Percy; the vice president
Their next meeting will be
of the Student Union said that"this Thursday, October 6, at 6 p.m , in
is the biggest thing the Student the Student Union office.
Union has accomplished this year."
Percy feels that theadministration~
concerns were properly addressed
and the booklet will be "fair and
oh Cli ve.·

there."
According to Fennessy, a
smaller jesuit biography was sto·
len four years ago. Due to the the
detail and historical nature of the
the biography, it was difficult to
replace, he said
"I had to figure out (what jesu·
itS) were out there, match thef rame,
match the matting, match the pa·
per, and of course it was aged," he
said. "If they're going to steal scme·
thing,I wish theywouldsteal scme·
thing would not cause this kind of
trouble."
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th ere are several advantages to
training teachers who are already
certified in one language.They will
have an interest in languages, and
would hopefull y be able to learn
the japanese language eas1er
Therea re tmmain reasonswhy
high schools do not offer japanese,
Gallagher said. Thefirst of these is
because with tight budgets, most
schools can not afford to hire a new
teacher to instruct Japanese. This
program would enable the schools
to offer Japanese without hiring
any new teachers.
A lsc, there is a shortage ofja pa·
nese teachers, especially at the sec·
ondary school level. This program
will try to alleviate both problems.

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

198i WARRENSVILLE <ENTER ROAD

381-5555

Committee

Committee looks to hear new ideas
Christina Hynes
Assistant News Editor
The Core Curriculum of john
Carroll is a subject of interest to
every perscn involved in the university community.
Last spring, preliminary hear·
ings were held concerningc hanges
in theCore'turriculum in the Liberal Arts. The Committee on Academi c Policies has received the pro-posed revision of the current cur·
ricu lum. Thesechangeswilleffect
the ent ire llniversity community.
Next week, open hearings will
be held by the Committee on Academ ic Policies (CAPS) in order to
involve the entire university in the
process of this revision.
Members of the CAPS committee include professors Kenneth
Eslinger, Valerie Flechtner, David
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Alternative Views

World briefs
The New York Times rep:ms est in Haiti was to preserve dethat despite Clinton's promise to mocracy and to protect hucominuethefightforreform, rhe manity, why haven't we atissue could be dead. Many con- tacked Cuba, where such
servatives wound up on top of atrocities have taken place for
the debate, indicating that years? Tim Russcrt's answer on
Washmgton's tendencies are to·
'BC's 'Meet the Press', "Cuba
ward non-action. One of sLXdol- has a standmg army of over
lars we spend will be on health 150,000. Haui's IS less than
care if nothmg changes by the 7.000." ...Meanwhilethe US. has
year2000 .. TheDemocratsseem dec1dcd wexpand themilitary's
headed toward the1r worst No- role m curbtng the junta's
vember since World War II. The parlai menrary su p(Xlrtersf rom
midterm election, of ten a re- violence. This role has rapidly
flection of the nation's opimon changedsinceCaner'sdeal was
of thepresidemand therefore his made frornoneof mediation to
party, has such democratic active panic1panon. Sa1d one
encumbants as Edward U.S. official, "Therulesare we're
Kennedy behind in the [X>lls. The there to supplement the efforts
GOP could take control of the of Haitian aut hrities,bur if they
Senate for the first time since prove incacpable, we're ready
1986 .. Manynewsanalystsand to do it ourselves.~... The U.S. has
political observers have brought gained access to more markets
up inrersting questions sur- in a deal signed October l.
rounding the Haitian ordeal: Japan's markets will be opened
What didj immyCartersaythat to medical, telephone commuWarren Christopher couldn't? nications equipment, glass
The Washington Kiplinger let- products, and insurance. The
ter speculates that Christopher deal does not affect the autawill be dropped from Clinton's mobile industry wh ich accabinet. W hile Carter seems the countsfor two-thirds of the $60
odclson favorite w win the Nobel billion tradesurplusJapan has
peace prize. If indeed our inter- over the U.S. ..
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Fa ct s

Lawyers surveyed by The
The Center on Addiction and
Substance Abuse at Columbia National Law Journal are unUniversity surveyed 58,000 col- certain whether OJ. Simpson is
likely to beconvictedof murder
lege students in U.S. for 1993:
The percentage of students
27% say he will be found
vs. their non-student counter
ns who engage in binge guilty.
uLtu.t<. •nl'., consuming five or
33% non-st uden rs
38% don't know.
One out of three students
drink to get drunk.
8% of students drink 16 or
The a bove two a rticles were
more drinks a week.
3S% of college women re- compiled by james Auricchio, with
the usc of wire sourctS.
ported drinking to get drunk

William D. Montalbano

Canadian Seperation Anxieties
newly create~ politica I party, Parti
Quebecois, felt that it was time to
North of the border there is in ask the people of Quebec,i n a forma l
the making an event that has the manner, if they wanted to seperate
potential to change the North from Canada and its ~unacceptable"
American continent as we know it. constitution.
The referendum was held later
The affects of which would make
that year, and it did not suceed in
NAFTA pale in compariscn.
The eventual break up of making the province of Quebec a
seperateentityfromCanada.Many
Canada.
anal ystsof the situation in Quebec
Canada is breaking up?
The break up in Canada that is felt that with the defeat of this
allegedly supposed to take place is proposal in referendum, the idea of
not a geographical one. lt is a po- seperatism in Quebec would die.
litical one, the seperation of the
province of Quebec from Canada.
News Analysis
The idea of scvereignty for the
To an extent, they were right.
people of Quebec is nothing new.
In fact it has a long. drawn out his- For almost a decade seperation
r
th
r1
as hestar - everlostltsmom ntum nQuebec.
ing point. A large section of the But in 1990 the predictionsof these
Quebec population felt that for a experts were challenged in the form
number of reascns they no longer of referendum. Two referend ums
wanted to be a part of what we were held to decide the fate of the
know as Canada. This desire for Meech Lake Acco rd a nd th e
seperation took physical shape in Charlottetown Accord, ( two prothe form of a referendum, more posals fortheseperationof Quebec),
specifically a demand for one. The the first in 1990 and the second in

Staff Reporter
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The Pope's Illness Raises Many
Questions; More Speculation
(c) Washington Post 1994

Barry MacEntee

WORLD VIEW
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1992, but both accords were rejected
by the people. So once again the
idea of sovereignty for Quebec
seemed to fade away silently.
Thirteen months after the
unsucessful Charlottetown campaign, seperatlsm reared its ugly
head yet again, but for the first time
not in the form of referendum. In
1993 the new Canadian Prime
Minister was elected, he just happened to be from Quebec. The only
catch was thatthe new Prime Minister was voted into office with the
promise of maintaining a umfied
Canada. It seemed that Canadian
seperationanxiety could finally be
squelched.
But the idea of seperation is
back, and many say it's here to stay
"Quebecers" as the seperatists are
called seem more prepared for
ba ttle than ever before. The actual
ba ttle took place just more than two
weeks ago at the ballot boxes. But
seperatists were disappointed by
the results. Jaques Parizeau's Parti
Quebecois were not victorious on
the scale that they had hoped to be.
For the past few months Parti
Quebecois has been predicting a
sweep of the Quebec National Assembly. But the PQ seized almost
two-thirds of the seats in the
Assemby, making them the majority. This shocked many people,
especiallyPQmembers;alongwith
experts and analysts all over the
country, they were counting on
nearly every seat being filled by
Parti Quebecois. The September
elections have left forty seven seats
in the Quebec National Assembly
occupied by the anti-scvereigmy
group, Parti Action.
In the U.S. government, a twothirds majority by Republicans or
Democrats would result in a crippling blow of partisan legislation
being dealt by one party rotheother
To scme extent this is the case in
the QN A, but not entire[y. One significant piece of legislation that
will not pass through Quebec's
governing body with forty-seven
liberals holding seats in the Assembly is seperatism. For Quebec
to gain scvereignty the Assemby
has to gain at least 20 more proseperation seats.
Nomatterhowyouexaminethe
recent Parti Quebecois victory, or
in this case, defeat, the change that
has been in the makingisstill there.
However, Canada as we know it, is
here to stay..Jor the time being.

VATICAN CITY- AsPopeJohn
Pau lll opened a month -longsynod
Sunday to examine the life of
priests and nuns in the modern
world, he reaffirmed his staunch
opposition to greater (XlWers for
women withm the Catholic
Church. His adamant rejection of
change in the role of women,along
with his opposition toabortion and
contraception, is causing some
believers to question the direct ion
of his papacy,and whether his best
fights are behind him.
Today, his crucial role in the
triumphantdefea tofcommunism
inhis nativePolandseernsadistanr
memory.
His ill health in recent years
has only encouraged speculation
among the world's 960 mil lion
Catholics that new leadership may
not be far away.
Signs of the popes mortality
haunt the Holy See: the
snik ingdeterioration in hi s
appearance over the past few
months, the decision to cancel a
tripthismonth to the United Stares
and the mounting speculation
about his successor and thespecial
blend of talents needed to sustain
thechurch's global influence into
the next century.
In the twilight of his papacy,
the imageof]ohn Paul-gr imaci ng
in pain as he hunches over his
walk ing stick- stands in startling
contrast totheoncerobust pontiff
who carried his moral message to
the ends of theEa nhon62overseas
missions and helped to topple tHe
Soviet communist system that
subjugated his native Poland.
But instead of winning
accolades fo r his def ia nee of
godless communism and
mind less materialism, the 74year-old pope is beingcriticized by
scme Catholics as well as many
outside the church for his
dogmatic conservatism, which at
the recent U.N. population
conference in Cairo made the
Vatican appear stubbornly
insensitive to the problems of
and
global
women

overpopulation. Vatican officials
acknowledge that the diplomatic
image of the Holy See suffered as a
result.
The Vatican's stand in Cairo
against all forms of abortion and
contraception highlighted what
many Catholic thinkers believe
w11l emerge as the church's greatest challenge in the third millennium: how it copes with increasing) y voca 1demands from women
and the Third World for a greater
role in setting church (Xllicy.
Even though they represent
welloverhalf the world's Catholics,
women have virtually no voice in
running church affairs. They exercised noi nfl uenceoverthe hardline Vatica n (XlSition at the Ca iro
conference, even though it dealt
with theempowermenrof women.
Of the 348 delegates at the world
synod on religious life that opened
Sunday, only 59 were women.
The (Xlpe has dismissed calls to
shift the church's liturgy away
from themasculinefigureof Christ
to embrace all of humanity. He
has rebuffed any notionof women
being ordained into the priest hood
or enter ing the key decisionmaking coun cils within th e
Vatican.
And he has rejected any relaxation of church policy on birth
co ntrol.
Vatican officials, in their defense, insist that the church has
started taking up the defense of
women's rights with greater zeal.
Adocument beingprepared for
the U.N. conference on women to

be held in BeiJing next year indicates that the Vatican will call for
global curbs on pornography,
which it v1ews as a root cause for
crimes of sexual violence committed aga inst women
But feminists insist that 1he amipornography position merely underscores the church's outmoded
attitudesand di verrsa tten t ionf rom
John Paul's refusal to allow them a
greater role in running church affairs.
"The church's ideas on women
still belongscmewhere in the 19th
century," saidGabriela Moscatelli,
who operates a telephone help line
for victims of sexual violence. "lt's
too simplistic just to blame pornography for attacks against
women."
Besides dealing with growing
demands from women, the Vatican
is approaching a critical turning
(Xlint in deciding whether to try to
restore the church's influence in
Western countries where the
number of Catholics has fallen, or
to seek to expand itsappealin Third
World countries where membership in the church has been growing the fastest.
A USA Today/CNN/Ga llup
(Xlll last year prior to the popes
visit to the United States showed
that while a majority of American
Roman Catholics polled approved
of john Paul's job performance,
many re~c t his edicts, declaring

they would follow their own consciences on moral issues such as
abortion and contraception. A
majority alsc sup(Xlrted the ordination of women as priests.
ln many Western countries in
addition to the United States
attendanceatMasshasplummeted:
and nommally Catholic ..:ounrries
such as Italy and Spam record low
birthrates, indtcating widespread
use of contracepuon.
The Vatican's strategic choice
on where rofocusitsefforts may be
determined only upon John Paul
It's death, when the college of
cardinals will take up their deliberations in the Sistine Chapel to
determine who will become the
next pope.
john Paull! is likelytoinfluence
the choice of his successor, if only
by his appointment of new cardinals who will cast their secret ballots. There are 22 vacancies in the
college of cardinals, the church's
senior (Xllicy-making body, and the
[Xlpe is expected to fill most oft hese
slots by the end of the year.
l.n the pas[, he has picked cardinals who shared his doctrinaire
conservatism. But some Vatican
officials predict he will strive to
broaden thechurch'sglobal appeal
by expanding the college's geographic profile and selecting more
cardinals from developing countries, especially in Latin America n
and Africa.

CNPoll
Indicates
a Draw;
Apathy
A random phone poll
Conducted by the Carroll
News of On-Campus John
Carroll Students indicates
little in terms of an approval
raung for President Clmton:
Of 100 people asked 'Do
you approve, disapprove or
doyouhavenoopinionofthe
pb President Clinton is doing
in Office:

26% approve
26%disapprove

~had no opinion.
Perhaps this could be an
indicariond c:am.I)WMl)ladlY.
more likdy h!Me.wer.

Anyone interested
in the world?
Become a World
View reporter for
The Carroll News.
See
James Auricchio
in the CN office.
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Opening Nov. 2, 1994
Join our team at La Place Center and enjoy a
fun, flexible working atmosphere. We are a
casual restraunt with a delidous menu
-Gourmet Pizza, Pasta, Salads and
SaodwichesAII Fresh, From Scratch and Fantastic/
We are accepting applications for the
following positions:
Host •
Wait staff •

• Cooks
• Dishwashers

• Managers •

Please apply at the restraunt
Monday thru Saturday I0 a.m. - 8 p.m.
La Place Center, Beachwood
464-6333

Not valid with any other promotion. Limit one per customer.

(Located at the corner of Cedar and Richmond)
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Wo r 1 d briefs
The New York Times repms est in Haiti was to preserve dethat despi re Cl imon's promise to mocracy and to protect hucommuethefighrforreform, the manity, why haven't we atissue could be dead Many con- tacked Cuba, where such
servatives wound up on top of atrocuies have taken place for
the debate, indicating that years? Tim Russen'sansweron
Washington's tendencies are tO· NBC's 'Meet the Press', "Cuba
ward non-action. One of stxdol- ha:. a standing army of over
lars we spend will be on health 150,000, Hant's 1s less than
care if noth mg changes by the 7,000.' Mcanwhtlethe U.S. has
>'Cilr 2.000..The Democrats seem decided to expand them ilitary's
headed roward their worst No- role in curbmg the JUnta's
vember since World War II. The parlatmentarysupponersfrom
midterm election, often a re- violence. This role has rapidly
flectton of the nation's opmton changed stnceCaner'sdeal was
of thepresidentand therefore his made from one of mediation to
party, has such democratic active participation. Said one
encumbants as Edward US official, "The rulesare we're
Kennedy behind in the polls. The there w supplement the efforts
GOP could take control of the of Haitian authrities,butif they
Senate for the first time since prove incacpable, we're ready
1986.. Manynewsanalystsand to do it ourselves."... The U.S. has
political observers have brought gained access to more markets
up inrersting questions sur- in a deal signed October l.
rounding the Haitian ordeal: japan's markets will be opened
WhatdidjimmyCanersaythat to medical, telephone commuWarren Christopher couldn't? nications equipment, glass
The Washington Kiplinger Let- products, and insurance. The
ter speculates that Christopher deal does not affect the auto·
will be dropped from Clinton's mobile industry which accabinet While Carter seems the countsfortwo·thirdsof the$60
oddsonfavoritetowintheNobel billion trade surplus japan has
peace priZe. lf indeed our inter- over the U.S ..
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Facts

Lawyers surveyed by The
The Center on Addiction and
Substance Abuse at Columbia National Law ]ou.rnal are unUmversity surveyed 58,000 col- certain whether OJ. Simpson is
likely to beconvictedof murder.
lege students in US. for 1993:
The percentage of students
27% say he will be found
vs. their non-student counter
ts who engage in binge guilty.
·
consummg five or
33% non-students
38% don't know.
One out of three students
drink to get drunk.
8% of students drink 16 or
The above two articles were
more drinks a wtek.
35% of coilege women re- compiled by]amesAuricchio, with
I he use of wire sou rccs.
ported drinking to get drunk.

Canadian Seperation Anxieties
Staff Reporter

North of the border there is in
the making an event that has the
potential to change the North
American continent as we know it.
The affects of which would make
NAFTA pale in comparison.
The eventual break up of
Canada.
Canada is breaking up?
The break up in Canada that is
allegedly supposed to take place is
not a geographical one. It is a political one, the seperation of the
province of Quebec from Canada.
The idea of sovereignty for the
people of Quebec is nothing new.
In fact it has a long. drawn out hisor wi h the rl
asthes ar ing point. A large section of the
Quebec population felt that for a
number of reasons they no longer
wanted to be a part of what we
know as Canada. This desire for
seperation took physical shape in
the for m of a referendum, more
specifically a demand for one. The

newly created political party, Parti
Quebecois, fe lt that it was time to
askthepeopleofQuebec,ina formal
manner, if they wanted toseperate
from Canadaand its"unacceptable"
constitution.
The referendum was held later
that year, and it did not suceed in
making the province of Quebec a
seperateentityfromCanada.Many
analysts of the situation in Quebec
felt that with the defeat of this
proposa1in referendum, the idea of
seperatism in Quebec would die.

News Analysis
To an extent, they were right.
For almost a decade seperation
feverlostitsmomentumin ebec.
But in 1990 thepredtctionsof these
experts were challenged in the form
of referendum. Two referendums
were held to decide the fate of the
Meech Lake Accord and the
Charlottetown Accord, (two proposalsfor theseperation of Quebec),
the first in 1990 and the second in
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The Pope's Illness Raises Many
Questions; More Speculation
William D. Montalbano
Washington Post 1994
VATICAN CITY- As PopeJohn
Paulllopeneda month-longsynod
Sunday to examine the life of
priests and nuns in the modern
world, he reaffirmed his staunch
opposition to greater powers for
women within the Catholic
Church. His adamant rejection of
changeintheroleof women,along
with hisoppositionroabonionand
contraception, is causing some
believers to question the direction
of hispapacy,and whether his best
fights are behind him.
Today, his crucial role in the
triumphantdefeatof communism
in his native Poland seems a distant
memory
His il l health in recent years
has only encouraged speculation
among th e world's 960 million
Catholics tharnew leadership may
not be far away.
Signs of the pope's mortality
haunt the Holy See: the
srrikingdeterioration in his
appearance over the past few
months, the decision to cancel a
tripthismonthto theUnitedStales
and the mounting speculation
about hissuccessorand the special
blend of talents needed to sustain
the church's global influence into
the next century
In the twilight of his papacy,
theimageofjohnPaul-grimacing
in pain as he hunches over his
walking stick- stands in startling
contrast tot he once robust pontiff
who carried his moral message to
theendsof theEarthon62overseas
missions and helped to topple t'tie
Soviet communist system that
subjugated his native Poland.
But instead of winning
accolades for his defiance of
godless communism and
mindless materialism, the 74year-old pope is being criticized by
some Catholics as well as many
outside the church for his
dogmatic conservatism, which at
the recent UN population
conference in Cairo made the
Vatican appear stubbornly
insensitive to the problems of
women
and
global
(c)

Barry MacEntee
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1992, but both accords were rejected
by the people. So once aga in the
idea of sovereignty for Quebec
seemed to fade away si lently.
Thirteen months af ter the
unsucessful Charlottetown campaign, seperatism reared its ugly
head yetagain,butfor the first time
not in the form of referendum. ln •
1993 the new Canadian Prime
Minister was elected, he just happened to befromQuebec. The only
catch wasthatthenewPrimeMinister was voted into office with the
promise of maintaining a unified
Canada. It seemed that Canadian
sepera uonanxietycould finally be
squelched.
Bm the idea of seperation is
back,and many say it's hereto stay
"Quebecers" as the seperatisrs are
called seem more prepared for
battle than ever before. The actual
battle took place justmorethan two
weeks ago at the ballot boxes. But
seperatists were disappointed by
the results. Jaques Parizeau's Pani
Quebecois were not victorious on
thescale that they had hoped to be.
For the past few months Paru
Quebecois has been predicting a
sweep of the Quebec National Assembly. But the PQ seized almost
two-thirds of the seats in the
Assemby, making them the majority. This shocked many people,
especially PQmembers;a long with
experts and analysts all over the
country, they were counting on
nearly every seat being fil led by
Pani Quebecois. The September
elections have left forty seven seats
in the Quebec National Assembly
occupted by the anti-sovereignty
group, Pani Action.
In the U.S. government, a twothirds majority by Republicans or
Democrats would result in a crippling blow of partisan legislation
beingdealt byoneparrytotheother.
To some extent this is th e case in
theQNA ,butnot entirely. Onesignificanr piece of legislation that
will not pass through Quebec's
governing body with forty-seven
liberals holding seats in the Assembly is seperausm. For Quebec
to gain sovereignty the Assemby
has to gain at least 20 more proseperation seats.
Nomatterhowyouexaminethe
recent Parn Quebecois victory, or
in this case, defeat, the change that
has been in the makingisstill there.
However, Canada as we know it, is
here to stay.Jor the time being.

overpopulation Vatican officials
acknowledge that the diplomatic
image of the HolySeesuffered as a
result.
The Vatican's stand in Cairo
against all forms of abortion and
contraception highlighted what
many Catholic thinkers believe
will emerge as the church's great·
est challenge in the third millennium: how it copes with increasingly vocaldemandsfrom women
and the Third World for a greater
role in setting church policy.
Even though they represent
welloverhalf the world'sCatholics,
women have virtually no voice in
running church affairs. They exercised no influence over thehardline Vatican position at the Cairo
conference, even though it dealt
with theempowermentof women.
Of the 348 delegates at the world
synod on religious lifetharopened
Sunday, only 59 were women.
The pope has dismissed calls to
shift the church's li turgy away
from the masculine figure of Chr ist
to embrace all of humanity. He
has rebuffed any notion of 'M>men
bei ngordained into the priesthood
or entering the key decisionmaking councils within the
Vatican.
And he has rejected any relaxation of church policy on birth
control.
Vatican officials, in their defense, insist that the church has
started taking up the defense of
women's rights with greater zeal.
Adocument being prepared for
the U.N. conference on women to
~,

..,.

be held in Beijing next year indicates that the Vatican will call for
global curbs on pornography,
which it views as a root cause for
crimes of sexual violence committed against women.
But feministsinsistthat the amipornography position merely underscores the church's outmoded
attitudes and divertsauen tion from
john Paul's refusal to allow them a
grea ter role in running church affairs.
"The churchs ideas on women
still belong somewhere in the 19th
century," saidGabriela Moscatelli,
whooperatesa telephone help line
for victims of sexual violence. "It's
too simplistic just to blame pornography for attacks against
women."
Bes,ides dealing with growing
demands from women, the Vatican
is approaching a critical turning
point in deciding whether to try to
restore the church's influence in
Wes tern countries where the
number of Catholics has fallen, or
toseek roexpand itsappealin Third
World countries where membershipin the church has been growing the fastest.
A USA Today/CNN/Gall up
poll last year prior to the popes
visit to the United States showed
tha{while a maprity of American
Roman Catholics polled approved
of john Paul's job performance,
many reFCt his edicts, declaring

they would follow their own consciences on moral issues such as
abortion and contraception. A
majomy also supported the ordination of women as priests
In many Western countries in
addition to the United States,
anendanceatMasshasplummeted,
and nominally Catholic countries
such as Italy and Spain record low
birthrates, indicating widespread
use of contraception.
The Vatican's strategi choice
on where to focus its efforts may be
determined only upon john Paul
ll's death, when the college of
ardinals will take up their deliberations in the Sistine Chapel ro
determine who will become the
next pope.
john Paull! is likelytoinfluence
the choice of his successor, if only
by his appointment of new cardinals who will cast their secret ballots. There are 22 vacanc ies in the
college of cardinals, the churchs
senior policy-making body, and the
pope isexpected to fill mostof these
slots by the end of the year.
In the past, he has picked cardinals who shared his doctrinaire
conservatism. But some Vatican
officials predict he will strive to
broaden the church 'sglobal appeal
by expanding the col lege's geographic profile and selecting more
cardinals from .developing countries, especially in Latin American
and Africa.

CNPoll
Indicates
a Draw;
Apathy
A random phone poll
Conducted by the Carroll
News of On-Campus john
Carroll Students mdtcates
little in terms of anapproval
rating for President Clinton:
Of l 00 people asked "Do
you approve, disapprove or
do you have noopimonof the
jobPresidentClintonlSdoing
in Office
26%approve
26%ctisapprove

~had no opinion.

"!really have way too
much to do, rm sick and I
really don\ care:
"H~t,lguess."

"He sailllu."
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in the world?
Become a World
View reporter for
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I wannabe apart of it
Disney Company put m a. display.
Staff Reporter
Even the infamous Long Island
Spring break . . Florida ... Ra il road is improvmg itself by not
Cancu n . . beaches and tans .
allowing the passengers to rest their
warm weather.. ew YorkCityl feet on the seats, as I d1scovered
Okay, maybe ew York isn't the through experience
Rule Number Two: Never
typ1cal type of resort students
flock to every Apnl, bu t 1t was my mention New jersey to a New
destination of choice during last Yorker. This one, I must confess, I
don'treallyunderstand. New jersey
year's hi atus.
New York is an eclecttc ci ty to looked niceenough to me, butevery
say the least, and I know my tour gu ide made a face at th e
experiences there( wh ic hoccurred mention of its name.
Rule Number Three: The
s im ult aneo usly with
my
unsuccussfulsearch for celebrities) best places are withtn walking
barely touched the surface of what distance of Central Park. Maybe l
should say th ese ar e my own,
is possible.
While there, I did learn several personal, favorite places. However
"rules"about NewYorkCitywhich since Central Park takes up over
every college student should be 800 acres, "wi thin wa lking
aware, main ly because New York is dtstance" takes up a huge part of
a businessandculturalcemer most Manhattan, includi ng FA.O.
people will have tO visit at some Schwartz's gigantic toy store!
Rule Number Fou r: Visit a
pomt In the future.
Rule Number One; New museum of your choice. I visi ted
Yorkers take pride in their city. the Museum of Television and
Every stOre has numerous "I Love Radio. This museum doesn't have
New York" souvenirs and exhibits, ra ther one chooses from a
momentos, and every block has at library of reels which one ca n
watch privatel y. I pe rsonally
least ten of these stores.
Plus, since my visit last spring wa tched a few old episodes of
the city has made an effort to Family Ties.
RuleNumberFive: Devotea
improveits lookst hrough planting,
whole day to seeing the Statue of
yes- plants in New York Cityl
At Rockefeller Plaza, Wa lt Liberty.America is a country of

immigrants and VISiting this
historicsrte up close was awesome.
Rule Number Six: New
Yorks weather in April is as bad as
Cleveland's weather. Bnng a
ram coat!
Rule Num ber Seven: Takea
taxi. You have not been in a
dangerous situation 1f you have
never been in a Manha ttan rush
hour!
Rule Number Eight: Visit
the NBC stud ios at Rockefelle r
Plaza. They have a tour of all the
sets of the shows produced in New
York. The Iodayshow studioisnow
street·s1dein Rockefel ler Plaza and
you can walk ri ght up to the
window and look in on them. I
went to the NBC Store too. Next
time 1'11 go see Live! wi th Regis and
Ka1 hie Lee!
Rule Number Nine: Take a
walk down Broadway. Not only
wi II you see all of the wonderful
theaters that li ne the "Great White
Way," but Th e Ed Sullivan Theater
as well,the home of /,ate Sho w with
David Letterman as well.
Rul e Number Ten: t'\o
matter how much you see or.do,
you willalways wanttogo back for
more. Let's see, I need to attend a The Statue of Liberty stands over the city. Lady Liberty is one
Broadway play, go to the Empire of the most popular and recognizable land marks in America.
State Building, maybe even...

-ron
of
the
week:

Carina Woodrich

Nicole Martin

Julie Cullen

Senior

Junior

Junior

"Elaine on Seinf eld."

'Cramer."

"Wonder Woman."

Chip Aschenbrener

Drew Coutler

Maria Martuccio

Freshman

Freshman

"Snuffolupagus.'

"Sam Malone."

If you could be
any character
on T.V., which
one would
it be?
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ss the universe...

Lookingfora weekend trip, or maybe a month-Iongvacation? Either way,the Big Apple has plenty to offer
Marla Trivi sonno
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Freshman

"Miss Piggy."
photos by An nie Ca llopy

New films coming, Star Wars galaxy set to explode
Eric Embacher
Assist ant Features Editor

"Han Solo is th e man!"
I hea r this enough times in a wee k tha t if
l weren'ta tried andt rueStar Warsfan myself,
I might be tempted to use the Force and
silence my neighbo r,MarkSterle. However, it
ca n't be denied. The movies th at George
Lucas said he made, " . .for a generatio n
growin g up wit hout
any fa ir y tales of their
own," are experiencing
a new life spa rked by a
fl ood of new srories
and products.
For those of yo u
who were in anoth er
galaxy when the Star
Wa rs movies were
released, here's a short
recap of the action:
In the original "Star
Wars," subtitled "A
New Hope,"sta rryeyed
Luke Skywalk er joins
Princess Lela and Han
Solo in the battle against
the Empire and Da rth
Vader, the dark lord of the
'sith'whodesirestorulethe
galaxy. Luke, using his
newfound ability in the
Force, is ;responsible for
destroying the Empire's
monstrous Death Star.
"The Empire Strikes Back,"
the second film of the trilogy,
takes Luke to Dagobah, where
he is instructed by the jedi
Master, Yoda, in the ways of a
Jedi Knight. Han and Leia
scamper across the universe
fleeing the imperialforces. They
are finally caught though, and
Han Solo is frozen in carbon. As
Luke arrives to help his friends, he
is conf rooted by Darth Vader who
tells him that he is Luke's father.
Luke has lost a hand in his lightsaber battle
with Vader, but manages to escape with
Princess Leia in Han's ship: the Millenium
Falcon. The rebels reunite ~o plan Han's
rescue and continue their fight against the
Empire.
In, "Return of the jedi, "Han is resc ued
from jabba the Hut, a glut tonous beast to
wh om Han owed a huge debt. Leia,Han,and
Luke then go to the planet of Ender to shut
down a deflector shield so that rebel X-wings
can destroy a second Death Star Luke, afte r
telling Leia that she is his sister, leaves his
friends to once again face Darth Vader and
his master, the Emperor. Afte r Vader is
defeated and lies helpless at Luke's feet, the
Emperor begins to destroy Luke, but Vader,
in the last act of his life, rises to save his son.
The Emperor is hurled dow n a shaft to his
doom. Meanwhile, Han and Leia are
successful in their mission and the second
DeathStarisobli terated. With Vader and the
Emperor dead, the rebels havewon a crushing
victory.
Now, come with my R2 unit and me as we
jump tO hyperspace in ajourney through the
ever expanding Star War's universe.
Before wegetgoing, though,itgetsawfull y
quiet here in a X-wing, so I'm always sure to
pack the new Star Wars soundtrack
anthology. Released by Arista records,this is
an extraordinary four disk box set. Three of
the disks carry each of the movies'
phenomenal scores while featuring Star
Wars artwork on their covers. The fourth
disk contains previously unreleased tracks
from all three movies. Some of the tracks
heard frequently blaringfrom the player are,
"Yoda's Theme,""Han Solo and the Princess,"
and of course, "Mai n Title" John Carroll
sophomore Ern ie Petti, who is a, member of

the Lucasfi lm (Star Wars) Fan Club, said of
the set, • It's awesome. It brings the whole
movie back," wh ileSterlesaid,"lt'sgoodstudy
music." lncl uded rs a book let drscussing the
music of Star Wars which completes the
most comprehensJVecollection of Star Wars
musical recordings ever availabl e. So now
that our mus1cal selection is set, lets get this
show started!
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Republic. Luke is pestered by an unknown
darkjed1who 1s tryi ng to destroy h1m and
resurrect th e Emperor's lost cloning
machi nes. There isanotherserbackfo r Luke,
and Leia, who IS lea rning the ways of the
Fo rce fr om her broth er Thraw n has
discovered a Force repelhngcreatures which
leavea jed i powerless. Han returns to h1sold
smuggling rings toerect an all ia nce with the
Repubhc aga mst what is lefr of the Empire.
Finally, Han and Leia are preparing for the
birth of their jedi twins, jace n and jaina.
Pett isaid he liked thissenes because, "It kept
close to the na tu re of the>cha racte r's
pe rso nal ities."
The jedi Academy triology, wmten by
Kev in Anderson, takes place ten years after,
Return of the ]edt. First of all, Anderson
dese rves credit for hi s realistic portrayal of
the struggling marnage of Han and Leia,
who now haveathird child,Anakrn. Al so in
thesrorya newfoearisesin Admmiral Daala,
the Empire's only fema le commanding
officer. Han Solo ta kes the
Millen ium Falcon in for a crash
landingthatleaves hisshipuseless
for a period. Meanwhile, he takes
up a newly discovered vessel the
. Sun Crusher. The thorn shaped
Sun Crusher is stolen from Daala's
hiddendevelopment center and is
even more devestating than the
Death Stars. Luke isstartingajedi
Academ y wh ere he hopes to
establish a new order of jedi
Knights. However, his most
promising student, Kyp Durron,
has a dangerous facination with
the dark side of the Force. Our
rebel h eroes a roo. tace~n"

Here we frnd anot her exciting facetef the
Star Wars universe in the CD ROM games
Rebel Assau lt, X-Wing, and TIE Fighter. In
eac h game, (a fter completin g tra rn ing
courses), you are sent to participate in the
vanous battles throughout the Star Wars
m logy. The graphics in thi s game are
st unning making it a must see for any Star
Wars enthusiast. Peltl sard that TfE Fighter
was his favonteof the three games· -because
it's neat to figh t for the bad guys You see the
Emp1re's point of v1ew m the war."
AIso available in the world of computers
1s a Freenet special interest group (SIG)
designated speetficall y for Star Wars. If your
aquaimed with the Freenet syste m, type "go
sci-fi," and then choose number eleven for
sc ience fiction movies at the menu Under
this head mg. you will choose num ber three
for Star Wars. Here you will find critiques,
arguments and discussionso n the Star Wars
universe.
For those of you with VAXaccounts and
knowledge of how to use the FTP. go to the
site"WPI.WPI.EDU." Hereyoucandownload
all sorts of in for mation such as scripts,
pictures, fanzines as well as a Star Wars
frequently asked questions(FAQ) list. Th is
list is phenomenal and contains information
you are not likely to find anywhere in the
cosmos.
Our next landing is at Topps Trading
Company wh ich has become vital tO the
rising interest in Star Wars. The Star Wars
Galaxy card set was a hugesuccess.lt featured
artists renditions of various scenes and
characters in the Star Wars universe. A
second set of cards was released in July and
are every bit as exciting as the first. 1f you
a.ren"t h app y eno u gh a\.r eady.To p ps is issuing

Two other single volume books feature articles, interviews, news, an and
are currently available, The much morel Look for it in October.
"I used co have one of those!" is also an
Courtship of Princess Leia, and,
The Truce at Baku ra. Don't let this expression 1hear over my com link often. So
spoil your fun,butafacttokeepin for those of you who kick yourselves for
E.rk Embadl<l
mind with these newstoriesisthat gettting rid of your Star Wars toys, there's
Our first stop is at Dark Horse comics George Lucas has reserved the right to treat good news and bad news. The bad news is
who released thefivepart,DarkEmpi re,series the new novels and comics as if they never that your old StarWarstoys areworth a lotof
in 1992. Dar~! Empire picks up after Return existed If he should want to develop hisown money. The good news is that Galoob Toys
of the ]edi and focuses on the continuing post-Return of the )edi storyline, he could has put Micro Machine Star Wars toys on the
market. There's a miniature Millenium
adventuresofLukeSkywalkerandcompany. simply ignore them.
As we move mtO... Whoal What was that? Falcon, AT-AT, X-wing, as well as tiny
Luke turns himself over to the dark side of
the Force in an effort to discover its secrets It looks like we're entering an asteroid field! characters and playsetsl
It seems that the fun is just beginning
and defeat the reincarna ted Emperor. Now Th ere's more Star Wars co llec tables
thismightsound odd,but the stOry isactually everywhere!Look,originalStar Wars posters here, but we must finally set our course for
Hollywood where
given quite a dark and dramatic twist It is including a hard to
the most urge nt
one of the best stories that continue the Star find Revenge of the
quest ion in the Star
Wars·saga.
)edi poster printed
Wars universe can
Dark Horse has followed the series with before George Lucas
be addressed. In the
Droids th is past summer and a st ill evolving decided to change
spring '94 issue of
title called Tal es of the ]edi. Ta les tells the the title tORetu rn of
the Lucasfilm Fan
stories of jedi who lived long before the time the]edi since jedi's
Club
magazine,
do
not
seek
revenge.
of Darth Vade r and features all new
there is a letter from
cha_racters such as Nomi Sunrider, a very Overtherel lt'saStai'
George
Lucas
po\verf ulfema lejedi. The covers fort he Dark Wars role playing
which
states,"!
plan
Horse series', done by Dave Dorman, are game! Andover here
to
start
the
si mply gorgeous and certai nl yworth yof Star is a postca rd from
screen play
for
Wa rs' ric h art history (movie pos ters, the Star Tours ride
episode
one
by
the
collectables, etc.. .). And ... Waitl This just at MGM studios in
end of 1994, and
where
comi ng over my comlin k! Dark Horse is Flo rida
release the prequels
prepa ringa title forth is fall called Darh Lords you're really a
by the year 2000."
oft he Sith that will explore the evil world of passenger on a
A prequel means
s hip!
those who have turned tothedarksideof the runaway
th e movies will
Force. Ches:k out your sector"s comic book What's thrs? Wow,
take place before
shop for more information on Dark Horse's more books! The
the original trilogy.
AnofStar Wars ,The
presenta tions of Star Wars.
A cast has yet to be
Moving on to the world of novels, the Star Empi re Strike s
chosen, but the new
Wars tradition is ca rried on by a host of Ba ck, and Return of
movies will focus
different titles(most of which have made the the Jed i have all
coune3o)' Topps Tndlng U.rd Co
on
Ben Kenobi and
New York Times' bestseller list} Timothy been re iss ued this
his
doomed friend,
Guinness'
self-portrait
as
Ben
Kenobi.
falJI
We
could
be
Zahn has written a three book cycle that
Anakin
picks up five years after the destruction of here forever, but we
the second Death Star. In the se ries, the have got to pull out Fire up the thrusters,R21 Skywalker-Lukes father. So, if you're a Sta r
remnants of the empire's forces are gathered Allright, we made it. Are you okay back 'Mlrs fan get ready, because the galaxy as we
know it is about to explode. And, as a recent
together by the last Grand Admiral of the there, R2? "Bbrrrr-oooo•eeeeppl'
Good! Now let's get our coordinates reset ad vertisement warns, "Don'tgetcaughtwith
Imper ial Fleet, Grand Admiral Thrawn ,
your lightsaber down I"
ma king yet a noth er stand against the as we head for the ga laxy computer zone.
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I wannabe apart of it
D1sney Company put m a. d1splay. immigrants and visiting this
Even the infamous Long Island h!Stone site up close was awesome.
Railroad is 1m proving itself by not
Rule Number Six: New
allowing the passengers to rest their York's weather in April is as bad as
feet on the seats, as I d tscovered Cleveland's weather. Bnng a
raincoat!
through expenence.
Rule Number Seven: Take a
Rule Number Two: Never
mention ew Jersey to a New taxL You have not been in a
Yorker. This one, I must confess, I dangerous situauon if you have
don't really understand Newjersey never been in a Manhattan rush
looked mceenough tome,butevery hour!
Rule Number Eight: Visit
tour gUJde made a face at the
the NBC studios at Rockefeller
mention of its name.
Rule Number Three: The Plaza. They have a tour of all the
best places are within walkmg sets of the shows produced in New
distance of Central Park. Maybe I York. The Todayshowstudioisnow
should say these are my own, street-side in Rockefeller Plaza and
personal, favorite places. However you can walk right up to the
since Central Park takes up over window and look in on them. I
800 acres, "within wal ktng went to the NBC Store too. Next
distance" takes up a huge part of time l'll go see Live!with Regis and
Manhattan , inc luding F.A.O. Kathie Lee!
Rule Number Nine: Take a
Schwartz's gigantic toy store!
Rule Number Four: Visit a walk down Broadway. Not only
museum of your choice. I visited will you see all of the wonderful
the Museum of Telev ision and theaters that line the "Great White
Radio. This museum doesn't have Way," but The Ed Sullivan Theater
exhibits, rather one chooses from a as well, th e home of l!ate Show with
library of reel s which one can David Letterman as well.
Rul e Number Ten: 1\'o
watch privately. I personally
watched a few old episodes of matter how much you see or do,
Tnvhonno
you will always want togo back for
Family Ties.
The
Statue
of
Liberty
stands
over
the
cit
y.
Lady
Liberty
is
one
more.
Let's
see,
I
need
to
attend
a
RuleNumberFive: Devotea
whole day to seeing the Statue of Broadway play, go to the Empire of the most popular and recognizable land marks in America.
Liberty.America is a country of State Building, maybe even ...

-

Mari;;~

of
the
week:

Carina Woodrich

Nicole Martin

Julie Cullen

Senior

Junior

Junior

"Elaine on Seinfeld."

"Cramer."

·wonder Woman."

Chip Aschenbrener

Drew Cou tler

Maria Martuccio

Freshman

Freshman

"Snuffolupagus.'

"Sam Malone."

If you could be
any character
on T.V., which

one would
it be?
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Across the universe...

Lookingfor a weekend trip, or maybe a month-Iongvacation? Either way,the Big Apple has plenty to offer
Maria Trivisomo
Staff Reporter
Spring break .. Florida .. .
Cancun . . beaches and tans .. .
warm weather New York City?
Okay, maybe New York 1sn't the
typical type of resort students
flock to every April, but it was my
destination of choice during last
year's hiatus
New York is an eclectic city to
say the least, and I know my
experiences there( which occur red
simultaneously with
my
unsuccussf ulsearch for celebrities)
barely touched thesurfaceof what
is possible.
While there, Idid learn several
"rules" about New York City which
every college student should be
aware, mamly because New York is
a business and cultural center most
people will have to visit at some
poi nt in thefuture.
Rule umber One: New
Yorkers take pride in their city.
Every store has numerous "I Love
New York" souvenirs and
momentos, and every block has at
least ten of these stores.
Plus, smce my visit last spring
the city has made an effort to
improve itS looks through planting,
yes- plants in New York City'
At Rockefeller Plaza, Walt
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Freshman

"Miss Piggy."
photos by Annie Callopy

New films coming, Star Wars galaxy set to explode

Eric Embacher
the Lucasfilm (Star Wars) Fan Club, said of Republic. ,Luke IS pestered by an unknown
I-fere we find another exciting facet of the
Ass1stant Features Ed1tor
the set, " It's awesome It brings the whole dark jedi who IS trying tO destroy him and
tar Wars universe m the CD ROM games
"Han Solo is the manf'
movie back," while Sterle said, "It's good study resurrect the Emperor's los t cloning Rebel Assault, X Wtng, and TIE Fighter In
I hear this enough times in a week that if music." Included is a booklet discussing the machmes. There1sanotherset backforLuke, each game, (after completing tratning
Iweren 'ta tried and true Star Warsfan myself, music of Star Wars which completes the and Leia, who is learmng the ways of the courses), you are sent to participate tn the
I might be tempted to use the Force and most comprehensivecollecuon of Star Wars Force from her brother Thrawn has various battles throughout the Star Wars
sllence my neigh bor,MarkSterle. However, it musical recordings ever available So now discovered a Force repel! ing creatures which trilogy. The graph1cs m this game are
can't be denied. The movtes that George that our musical selection is set, let's get this leaveajedi powerless. Han returns to h1sold stunning making it a must see for any Star
Lucas said he made, ".. .for a generation show sta ned!
smuggling nngs toerectanalliance with the Wars enthusiast Petti said tha TIE F1ghter
growing up without
Republic against what is left of the Empire. was htsfavomeof thethreegames" ... because
any fairy tales of their
Finally, Han and Leia are prepanng for the it's neat to fight for the bad guys. You see the
own," are experiencing
birth of their jedi twins, jacen and jama. Emp1re's pomt of view in the war."
a new hfe sparked by a
Petti said he liked this series because, "It kept
Also available m the v..orldof computers
flood of new stories
close to the nature of the"character 's 1s a Freenct special interest group (SIG)
and products.
persona 1ities."
designated specifically for Star Wars. lf your
For those of you
The jedi Academy triology, written by aquainted With the Free net system, type "go
who were in anot her
Kevin Anderson, takes place ten years after, sci-f1,'' and then choose number eleven for
galaxy when the Star
Return of the ]edi. First of all, Anderson sctcnce fiction movies at the menu. Under
...
Wars movies were
deserves credit for his realistic portrayal of this headmg, you w11l choose number th ree
released, here's a short
•
the struggling marriage of Han and Leta, for Star Wars. !!ere you wtll find critiques,
recap of the action:
who now have a thirdchild ,Anakm Also in arguments and discussions on the Star Wars
.. ~
In the origina l "Star
the storya new foeanses in Admmiral Daala, universe.
Wars," subti tled "A
the Empire's only female commanding
For those of you with VAX accounts and
New Hope," starry eyed
officer. Han Solo takes the knowledge of how to use the FTP, go to the
Luke Skywalker joins
Millenium Falcon in for a crash site"WPI.WPLEDU.' Hereyoucandownload
Princess Leia and Han
Ia nding that leaves hissh ip useless all sorts of mformation such as scripts,
Solo in the battle against
for a period. Meanwhile, he takes pictures, fanzines as well as a Star Wars
the Empire and Darth
up a newly discovered vessel the frequently asked questions (FAQ) list This
Vader, the dark lord of the
Sun Crusher. The thorn shaped listisphenomenalandcontainsinforrnation
'sith' who desires to rule the
Sun Crusher is stolen from Daala's you are not likely to find anywhere in the
galaxy. Luke, using his
hidden development center and is cosmos.
newfound ability in the
even more devestating than the
Our next landing is at Topps Trading
Force, is il'esponsible for
Death Stars. Lukeisstartingajedi Company which has become vital to the
destroying the Empire's
Academy where he hopes to rising interest in Star Wars. The Star Wars
monstrous Death Star.
establish a new order of jedi Galaxy card set wasa huge success. It featured
"The Empire Strikes Back,"
Knights. However, his most artists renditions of various scenes and
the second film of the trilogy,
promising student, Kyp Durron, characters in the Star Wars universe. A
takes Luke to Dagobah, where
has a dangerous facination with second set of cards was rtleased in july and
he is instructed by the jedi
the dark side of the Force. Our are every bit as exciting as the first. lf you
Master, Yoda, in the ways of a
aren't happye.nough a\
jedi Knight. Han and Leia
scamper across the universe
Two other single volume books feature articles, interviews, news, art and
fleeing the imperial forces. They
are currently available, The much more! Look for it in CX:tober.
are finally caught though, and
"I used to have one of those!" is also an
Courtship of Princess Ltia, and,
Han Solo is frozen in carbon. As
The Truce atBakura. Don't let this expression I hear over my com link of ten. So
Luke arrives to help his friends,he
spoil yourfun, but a fact to keep in for those of you who kick yourselves for
is conf routed by Darth Vader who
Erie Embachcr
mind with these new stories is that gettting rid of your Star Wars toys, there's
tells him that he is Luke's father.
Luke has lost a hand in his lightsaber battle
Our first stop is at Dark Horse comics George Lucas has reserved the right to treat good news and bad news. The bad news is
with Vader, but manages to escape with whoreleasedthefivepart,DarkEmpire,series the new novels and comics as if they never thatyouroldStar Warstoysarewortha lot of
Princess Leia in Han's sh ip, the Millenium in 1992. Dark Empire picks up after Return existed. If he should want to develop his own money. The good news is that Galoob Toys
Falcon. The rebels reunite to plan Han's of the ]edi and focuses on the continuing post-Return of the ]edi storyline, he could has put Micro Machine Star Wars toys on the
market. There's a miniature Millenium
rescue and continue the ir fight against the adventuresofLukeSkywalkerandcompany. simply ignore them.
As we move into ... Whoal What was that? Falcon, AT-AT, X-wing, as well as tiny
Empire.
Luke turns himself over to the dark side of
In, "Return of the jedi, " Han is rescued the Force in an effort to discover its secrets It looks like we're entering an asteroid field! characters and playsets'
It seems that the fun is just beginning
from ]abba the Hut, a gluttonous beast to ·and defeat the reincarnated Emperor. Now There's more Star Wars collectables
whomHanowedahugedebr. Leia,Han ,and thismightsoundodd, but thestary isacrua lly everywhere! Look,original Star Wars posters here, but we must finally set our course for
Hollywood where
Luke then go to the planet of End or to shut given quite a dark and dramatic twist. lt is including a hard to
the most urgent
down adeflectorshieldsothat rebel X -wings one of the best stories that continue the Star find Revenge of the
question in the Star
can destroy a second Death Star. Luke, after Wars saga.
]edi poster printed
Wars universe can
telling Leia that she is his sister, leaves his
Dark Horse has followed the se ries with before George Lucas
be addressed. In the
friends to once again face Darth Vader and Droids this past summer and a still evolving decided to change
spring '94 issue of
his master, the Emperor. After Vader is title called Tales oft he]edi. Tales tells the the title toReturnof
the Lucasfil m Fan
defeated and lies helpless at Luke's Jeer, the stories of jedi who lived long before the time the ]edi since]edi's
Club magazine,
Emperor begins to destroy Luke, but Vader, of Darth Vader and features all new do not seek revenge.
there is a letter from
in the last act of his life, rises to save his son. cha.racrers such as omi Sunrider, a very Overtherellt'saStai'
George
Lucas
The Emperor is hurled down a shaft to his powerful femalejedi. The covers for the Dark Wars role playing
which
states,"!
plan
doom. Meanwhile, Han and Leia are Horse series', done by Dave Dorman, are game! Andover here
to
start
the
successful in their mission and the second simp! y gorgeous and cerrai nl y v..orth yof Star is a postcard from
for
screenplay
DeathStar isobliterated . With Vader and the Wars' rich art hi story (movie posters, the Star Tours ride
episode
one
by
the
Em perordead, the rebelshavewona crushing collectables, etc.. .). And ... Wait! This just at MGM studios in
end of 1994, and
victory.
where
com ing over my comlink! Dark Horse is Florida
re1ease the prequels
Now, come with myR2 unit and meas we preparing a title forth isfallcalled Dark Lords you're really a
by the year 2000."
jump to hyperspace in a journey through the oft he Sith that will explore the evil world of passenger on a
A
prequel means
ever expanding Star War's universe.
ship'
those who have turned to thedarksideof the runaway
the movies will
Before wegetgoing, though,itgetsawf ully Force. Ches:k out your sector's comic book What's this? Wow,
take place before
quiet here in a X-wing,so l'malwayssure to shop for more information on Dark Horse's more books! The
the original trilogy
pack the new Star Wars soundtrack presentations of Star Wars.
ArtofStar Wars,The
A cast has yet to be
anthology. Released by Arista records, this is
Moving on to the world of novels, the Star Empire Strikes
chosen, but the new
an extraordinary four disk box set. Three of Wars tradition is carried on by a host of Back, and Return of
movies will focus
the disks carry each of the movies' different titles(mostof which have made the the ]edi have all
counuy
Topps
Trading
Card
Co
on
Ben Kenobi and
phenomenal scores while featuring Star New York Times' bestseller list). Timothy been reissued this
his doomed friend,
Wars artwork on their covers. The fourth Zahn has written a three book cycle that fa]]t We could be Guinness' self-portrait as Ben Kenobi.
Anakin
disk contains previously unreleased tracks picks up five years after the destruction of here forever, but we
from all three movies. Some of the tracks the second Death Star. ln the series, the have got to pull out. Fire up the thrusters, R2 1 Skywalker-Luke's father. So, if you're a Star
heard frequently blaring from the player are, remnants of the empire's forces are gathered Allright, we made it Are you okay back Wars fan get ready, because the galaxy as we
know it is about to explode. And, as a recent
"Yoda's Theme," "Han Solo and the Princess," together by the last Grand Admiral of the there, R2? "Bbrrrr-oooo-eeeepp!'
and of course, "Main Title." john Carroll Imperial Fleet, Grand Admiral Thrawn,
Goocl! Now let's get our coordinates reset advertisement warns, "Don'tget caught with
your lightsaber downr
sophomore Ernie Petti, who is a member of making yet another stand against the as we head for the galaxy computer zone.
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PBS series examines history of baseball
Burns' documentary hits home run with baseball minus the greed
James Donahue

But what sets baseStaff Reporter
ball apart from sports
What's ironic about this year's such as basketball or
ba5eballseason is that while major football?
league baseball is in the midst of its
Perhaps it is because
worst crisis ever, with the current baseball is the only
strike cancelling the World Series sport where the defense
for the first time since 1904, the always has possession
best documentary on baseball is of the ball, or because
presented on public television.
throughout thedecades
Who knows? Maybe "Baseball" it has been a way for
prod ucer, Ken Burns,("Civil War") people to escape from
sawthestrikecominganddecided everyday life. A!so, it
tomakea full-lengthdocumenta ry could be that in baseabout the sport to tie over die-hard ball, the basic rules and
fans.
fundamentals are al Whatever the reason, the 18- ways the same.
and-a-half-hour series(which ran
The "Baseball" series
for two weeks in September) is a begins with how the
marvelousachievement. "Baseball" gamed is mythed to be
is not only the history of Americas invented by Abner
favorite pastime, but it can also be · Doubleday, when actulooked at as a history of the United ally it evolved from
States. Whenbaseball isdoingwell, cricket and an English
the country isdoingwell,and vice- game ca lied rounders.
versa. For instance, take the Great The series then follows
Depression, when both the coun- baseba ll~ history up to
try and baseball were struggli ng to present day.
What's most intersurvive.
Baseball is a part of American esting about "Baseball"
cul ture, for many .Aimericans eat, is not its basic history,
sleep and cherish the sport. In but the players it prospring. excitement is in the air with files.
First, there is Christy
the approaching season ln summer, the sounds and sights of the Math ewson of the New
game are everywhere. In autumn, York Giants, who, in the
thefeelingof disappointment is all · second World Series,
around with the end of the season would throw three
looming. And in wmter,anticlpa- sh utoutsinsixdays,a nd
tion is everywhere for the coming 27 consecutive shutout
of spring.
innings -a record that
For baseball fans, the sport is as still stands today
Then, there's john McGraw o[
Amer ican as a ~Jle pie and
QM~.~~~~,M~.n~~nwlt

a decade ago.

Don't miss CN
Entertainment

Oct. 20
Look for new
reviews ...
and much more!
ATIENTION JOHN CARROLL
CLUBS 6 ORGANIZATIONS :
LET US BID ON YOUR NEXT
CUSTOM PRINTED
SPORTSWEAR JOBI
T-SHIRTS • TANK TOPS • SHORTS
JERSEYS • FLEECE •SWEATERS
GOLF SHIRTS•RUGBIES
JACKETS•HATS •BAGS

BLUE STREAKS

FOOTBALL

n ,

The Scout' is a mildly entertaining look at major leagues
Eric Embacher
Assistant Features Editor
When you pay an average $6.50
foramo vie,ithastobeviewed with
some skepticism. However, when I
saw "The Scout," most of the audience had won passes from a radio
station and were just kicking back
to enjoy a free show. And enjoy it
they did.
A round of applause was given
as the credits began to scroll up the
screen. I have to wonder, though,
that if this had been a paying audience, if everyone would have been
so amused.
~The Scout," is based on a "New
Yorker' article by Roger AngeL The
film stars Albert Brooks as AI
Precola,a lousy baseball scout who
is sent on assignment to Mexico as
punishment for his poor
perfomance. There he is astounded

Come
checkout
riJc Car m II .\'nrs

iiiIii
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ref use to play m the 1904 World

ofbeingparrof the Black erage(.367) and runs scored (2,245),
Sox scandal to throw the was also a person who didn't get
1919 World Series,swore along with anybody and was
that he played legiti- known to be a racist.
mately, but was still
Of course, the most famous basebanned because h·e ac- ball player of them all, Babe Ruth,
cepted the gambler's would hit 60 home runs in 1927
money. He lived the rest and call his controversial homerun
of his life in depression in the 1932 world Series. The man
over his banishment who played in BabeR uth's shadow,
from baseba ll.
Lou Gehrig, played an amazing
The first comm is- 2,130 consecutive baseball games
sionerof baseball,judge and set the record of lifetime grand
Landis, who was called slams (23). Wh ile in the midst of
tosavethegameafter the dying of a disease that would one
Black Sox scandal, day bear his name, he gave the most
banned all eight co n- famous speech ever delivered in
spirators from ever play- sports.
ing baseball again.
Then , there's the man who
The hero of the 1960 would break Ruth's record by hitWorld Series, Bil l ting61 home runsin 1961. His name
Mazeroski, hit the win- was Roger Maris.
ning home run in the
And who can forget jac kie
ninth mning of the sev- Robinson, who became the first
enth game to put h is black player to break the color barPittsburgh Pirates on top rier in 1947 while playing for the
of the New York Yankees. Brooklyn Dodgers7 For three years
And the n there's he was ordered to turn the other
Brooks R6binson, who, cheek and not to make any com·
for the Bait imore Orioles, me nts.
would set the all-time
Finall y, there's Henry Aaron,
record for assists, who would undergo more stress
puwuts, double plays than Robinson, because of themore
and fielding for th ird than 3,000 racist letters sent toh im
base, and would win 16 a day.
consecu ti ve golden
Af terseeing thisseries,a person
might ask, "How can a sport with
gloves
While there are the such a grea t history be in the chaplayers that most of otic mess it is in today7"
It's not an easy question to an"""d'" McKIIhp
today's generation has
heard of, there are also swer, but hopefully the players and
Series because he didn't get along the players who eve rybody has owners saw this series, and now
maybe they realize that there's no
with the president of the Ameri- heard of.
o , hepayerwhowould place for big money and greed in
u ,
on n.
joe jackson, who was accused set the all-time lifetime battingav- baseball.

lO a.m. to 2 p.m.

to Steve. Dr. Aaron then adds, "A
to find an Am erican, Steve
Nebrasksa, played by Brendan father he'd like to put a bullet
Frase r, ('Encino Man') who can through."
While Dr. Aaron counsels Steve
knock a ca tcher over with h is
fastballandturnsomeoneelse'sinto on his abusive father, Al impaa Mexi can refugee in southern tiently insists that he practice evTexas. AI immediately takes Steve eryday in case the Yankees make it
back to the states and gets him to the World Series, where Steve
signed with the New York Yankees will have to pitch the first game.
fora salary that almost justifies the This creates a rift between the two
as Steve doesn't want to practice in
recent players' strike .
However,itisatSteve's presscon- light of the struggles he's having
ference that you find out, "The with his past. Besides, AI promised
Scout," is not the usual hokey base- him that he would not have to pitch
ball comedy. Steve gets agitated until the next season.
When the Yankees do indeed go
with the reporters and picks up a
photographer to make his point. to the World Series, Steve becomes
He has to visi t a psychologist, Dr. suicidal. The media circus thatfolAaron,(Dianne Wiest)whotellsAl lows, with Steve on the roof of Yanthat he has become a father figure kee Stadium, is something to be
seen.
lO Steve.
Convinc ing performances are
AI, of course, is thrilled as he
envisions the profits of being close given by all in 'The Scout." The

only exceptions are when Fraser's
"surfer dude" antics seem inappropriate to his character. Also, special ap pea rences by pros Bret
Saber hagen, Keith Hernandez, and
singer Tony Bennett, who gives a
rather charming performance as
himself, liven up the middle of the
script until the fires really start to
burn at the end.
Another refreshing aspect of,
"The Scou t," is the lack of a meaningless si9eplot having to do with
sex.
All together, "The Scout," is an
entertaining film. However, the
movie didn't leave any drastic impression on me like "Field of
Dreams," or "The Natural." I can't
justify the high price it will cost
you to see it at the local theater. So
keep "The Scout" in mind when it
comes out on video.

Pete Droge's 'Necktie Second' ranks
up there with the Counting Crows
Brian Sparks
Staff Reporter

"Necktie Second," the debut effort from American Recording artist, Pete Droge, is an impressive example of mid-tempo,acoustic-style
rock that could draw na tional attenti on to the guitarist/vocalist.
Combining sounds simi lar to
that of Co unt ing Crows, Va n
MorrisonandElvisCostello,Droge,
a native of Seattle, offers a variety
of songs that show hisabilities both

as a guitarist and as a vocalist.
"Northern Bound Train" and
"Faith In You," two of the best songs
on theCD,areslow, yet upbeat with
smooth guitar work. "Hardest
Thing To Do" and "Hampton Inn,
Room 306"are nice-sounding ballads about troubled relationships.
Many of the other songs on "Necktie Second" further show Droge's
abi lities as a guitarist, similar to
those of joe Satriani.
Other highlights include the

Dylan·esque "Sunset Stopwatch"
and the opening track,"If You Don't
Love Me (I'll Kill Myself)," which
offers a bit of sly humor.
Droge is backed up by Gregg
Williamsondrums, RobertCooper
on bass and backingvocalist,Elaine
Summers. The CO's producer,
Brendan O'Brien, also plays guitar.
Eac h co mbine th eir music al
abilities to create a focused sound .
Overall, "Necktie Second" is a
strong debut.
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Redford success[ully re-enacts 'Quiz Show' scandals
Kristen Schneldler
Sta ff Reporter

"Are we a nation of liars and
cheats?" This was the question
posed in 1959 by "Christian Century Magazine" and is perhaps the
essential quesuon of "Quiz Show," a
compelling drama from Academy
Award-winning di rector, Robert
Redford.
Based on a chapter from the
book, "Remembering America," by
Richard Goodwin, the f1lm examines the true scandal that takes
place in 1958, when a former contesta nt, Herbie Stempel, (Joh n
Turturro) accuses one of the most
successful and popularquizshows
on televisio n of bei ng fraud ulent.
In so doing, the film takes an indepth look at American ethics.
The show, "Twenty-One," was a
phenomenon of its time, and the
scandal that followed was sure to
become a sign of the times.
When Herbie Stempel, a very
success£u!contestant,is persuaded
to lose purposely to Charles Va n
Doren, (played by Ralph Fiennes)
the very long, drawn out scandal
begins to emerge. Stempel is asked
by Dan Enright, (David Payman)
the show's producer, to lose on a
very easy question, to boost the
show's ratings.
Stempel is at first outraged and
not willing to be humiliated on national tdevision, but En ri ght
quickly solves this problem by offering Stempel a la rge sum of
money.

Copy right Hollywood Pi<:tu~s AIt Ri~hts RtstrvC'd

During the late 1950's, television had opened a door to the world for millions of Americans, and
quiz shows, such as 'Twenty-One' enjoyed a tremendous amount of poularity. Pictured above:
Charles Van Doren (Ralph Fiennes, left), game-show host, Jack Berry (Christopher McDonald,
center) and Herbert Stempel (John Turturro, right).
"For seventy grand, you can afford to be h um il ia ted, Herb,"
Enright says. Needless ro say,
Stempel does agree to lose, and Van
Doren wins, only to eventually become the quiz show's most tragic
victim.
When Va n Doren begins to become an all-American hero who
appears on thecoversof"Tirne" and

"Life" magazines,Stempelbecomes
jealous and regrets hi s actions.
Knowing that the show is rigged,
he provokes a grand ju ry in vestigation of the quiz show fraud.
This investiga tion accomplishes nothing in itself, but it does
manage to ra ise some questions in
the mi nd of Richard Goodw in,
(portrayed wonderfully by Rob

Morrow) a congressional investigator, who begins his own investigation for the Co ngressional Subcomm ittee on legislative Oversight.
Throughou t the course of his
investigat ion, Goodwin befriends
Van Doren, who at first has a hard
time dealing with the fact that the
show is rigged, but gradually be-

gms to accept it. Soon, Van Doren
realizes that he is in it only in itfor
the money. Eventually,thefactthat
he 1s ashamed of this comes out in
one of the movie's most emotional
scenes. The scene takes place between Van Doren and his father,
the famous poet, Mark Van Doren,
(Paul Scofield) who is shocked at
his son's actions.
"Yes, I took the money," Van
Doren says. "Is that what thiS is
about?"askshisfather. Essentially,
a major part of the film's focus on
ethics in this country deals with
the nation's obsession with money,
wh ich can easily lead to dishonesty Th1s focus ends up being the
conclusive issue for Van Doren and
alsotheconclusiveelementof"Quiz
Show."
Outstanding performances m
the film are g1ven by Morrow and
Fiennes, who make the film worth
seeing. ln addition, Joann Carlo
turns in the best supporting role
performance as Stempel's wife,
Toby
"Quiz Show" is a very thoughtprovoking film that leaves itsaudience wondering whether seemg is
believing, or if we really are just a
nation of liars and cheats. It is a
provocative story about the power
of television , and Its effect on the
nation.
This Hollywood Pictures release
is sure to be a great success for
Redford, as well as for co-producers Fred Zollo, Richard Dreyfuss
andjudithjames.

Morphine's 'Pain': A cure jor what ails you
like doing. Even in the faster parts

Andrew Schlegelmilch
Staff Reporter

of this track, a gentleness is main-

Morphine, the emotional blues/
alte rnative band is back with a
winner-a new CD titled "Cure for
Pain" (Rykodisc). And a cure for
pain it is. When I am havi ng a
pa rti cul arly bad day with the
pound ing headache and irritating
se lective memory, a dose of
Morphine'smusicisjustwhat I need
to relax. Within a few songs, l am
relieved of my stress, and by the
end of the CD,l amreadyfor whatever comes my way
The short, 44-second so ng,
"Dawna," is an accurate, but superficial view of the entire recording.
From the beginning, a low saxophone entertains with a sorrowful
melody that lasts the entire song.
This is the general idea of the CD,
but far from what you should expect throughout the whole recording.
Morphine is a group that uses a
saxophone like most other groups
use a guitar. Thesaxophonecarries
the melody of mosteverysong,and
it sets the overall tone
"Cure for Pain" can be said to
have one central theme-'M>men.
ltexploreshowmen love them, lose
them, and then want them back.
Some of the imagery in the Lynes
makes you wonder if saxophone
players really do know how to get
dates better than the average guy.
"Buena" enters with a low guitar
whichisfollowedbyajumpydrum
beat and a baritone sax. AII three
units work together nicely to set
the stagefor lyrics that I am afraid
to interpre t.
In "I'm Free Now," the lead vocalistdisplays his talent with adelicate song of triumph . The sax
s•voons as the singer tells his story
of being free todowhatever he feels

tained. Thisoneisapersonal aYOTite of mine.
l can easily picture Tom D. Cat
with sunglasses and a guitar playing the fourth song, "All Wrong."
With a misc hievousrhyth m,a guitar slides up and down the chords,
setting the stage for interesting lyrics. "She had a sm ile that swerved
all over the road," Mark Sandman
sings.
"Candy" begins with the kind
of sax playing that you might hear
ata highschool prom,but it quickly
turns to a rhythm and tome that
rises and falls, and carries the mood
with it. "Candy" has playful] yrics,
enticing vocals and an odd backup
that you cannot help but love.
Angelicvocals areaccompanied
by a mandolin in "In Spite Of Me."

This touching song is about let ting
go and movmg on with your life.
Again, t is
ong t e
ing up" theme (if you had not already guessed).
The two most recognizable
songs are "Thursday," a cun ni ng
song about the pros and cons of
adultery, anc;l the title track, "G:ure
for Pain," which is Morphine's answer to the question, "Why take
drugs?"
Thiseventfulride through "Cure
forPain"isendson a sad note..Bongos and a guitar offer a soulful tribute tO a legendary musician in
"Miles Davis' Funeral."
The CD has its ups and downs,
but it's certainly a keeper. Two
thumbs up to Morph ine for taking
away my headache and helping me
realize that beauty and sadness are
very much related.
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PBS series examines history of baseball
Burns' documentary hits home run with baseball minus the greed
James Donaooe
Staff Reporter
What's ironic about th is year's
baseba II season is that while major
league baseball is in themidstof its
worst crisis ever, with the current
strike cancelling the World Series
for the first time si nee 1904, the
best documentary on baseball is
presented on public television.
Who knows? Maybe"Baseball"
producer, Ken Burns, ("Civil War")
saw the strike coming and decided
to make a full-length documentary
about the sport to tieoverdie-hard
fans.
Whatever the reason, the 18and-a-half-hour series(which ran
for two weeks in September) is a
marvelousachievement."Baseball"
isnotonlythehistoryof America's .
favorite pastime, but it can also be
looked at as a history of the United
States. When baseball is doing well
thecountryisdoingwell,and viceversa. For instance, take the Great
DepressiOn, when both the country and baseball were struggling to
survive.
Baseball is a part of American
culture, for many Americans eat,
sleep and cherish the sport. In
spring, excitement is in the air with
the approaching season. In summer, the sounds and sights of the
game are everywhere. In autumn, .
thefeelingof disappoinrmemisall
around with the end of the season
looming. And in winter,anticipa·
tion is everywhere for the comi ng
of spring.
For baseball fans, the sport is as
American as a P.le pie and
Cb@!'ml\,eeil~Mi~ MototsTM'~

a decade ago.

Don't miss CN
Entertainment

Oct. 20
Look for new
reviews..•
and much more!
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BLUE STREAKS
FOOTBALL

But what sets baseball apart from sports
such as basketball or
football?
Perhaps it is because
baseball 1s the only
sport where the defense
always has possesston
of the ball, or because
throughout the decades
it has been a way for
people to escape from
everyday life. Also, it
could be that in baseball,the basic rules and
fundamentals are al ways the same.
The "Baseball" series
begins with how the
gamed is mythed to be
invented by Abner
Doubleday, when actu·
ally it evolved from
cricket and an English
game called rounders.
The series then follows
baseball's history up to
present day.
What's most interesting about "Baseball"
is not its basic history,
but the players it profiles.
First,thereisChnsty
Mathewson of the New
York Giants, who, in the
second World Series,
would throw three
sh utoutsin six days,and
27 consecutive shutout
innings -a record that
still stands today.
Then, there's John McGraw of
I n ,

refuse

to

play 10 the 1904 World

erageC.367)and runs scored (2,2 45),
was also a person who didn't get
along wi th anybody and was
known to be a racist.
Of course, the mostfamous baseball player of them all, Babe Ruth,
would hit 60 home runs in 1927
and call hisconrroversialhomerun
in the 1932 world Series. The man
who played in Babe Ruth's shadow,
Lou Gehrig, played an amazing
2,130 consec utive baseball games
and set the record of lifer ime grand
slams (23) While in the midst of
dying of a disease that would one
day bear his name, he gave the most
famous speech ever delivered in
sports.
Then, there's the man who
would break Ruth's record by hit·
ting61homerunsin 1961. His name
was Roger Maris.
And who can forget jackie
Robinson, who became the first
black player to break the color bar·
rier in 1947 while playing for the
Brooklyn Dodgers? For three years
he was ordered to turn the other
cheek and not to make any comments.
Finally, there's Henry Aaron,
who would undergo more stress
than Robinson, because of the more
than 3,000 racist letters sent to him
a day.
After seeing this series, a person
might ask, "How can a sport with
such a great history be in the chaotic mess it is in today?"
It's not an easy question to answer, but hopefully the players and
owners saw this series, and now
maybe they realize that there's no
place for ig money and greed in
baseball.

The Scout' is a mildly entertaining look at major leagues
Eric Embacher
Assistant Features Editor
When you pay an average $6.50
for a movie, it has to be viewed with
some skepticism. However, when I
saw "The Scout," most of the audience had won passes from a radio
station and were just kicking back
to enjoy a free show. And enjoy it
they did.
A round of applause was given
as the credits began to scroll up the
screen. l have to wonder, though,
that if this had been a paying audience, if everyone would have been
so amused.
"The Scout," is based on a 'New
Yorker' article by Roger Angel. The
film stars Albert Brooks as AI
Precola,a lousy baseball scout who
is sent on assignment to Mexico as
punishment for his poor
perfomance. Thereheisastounded

Come
checkout
/'he Ctl,., o II Nc \\'S

during
Sundays

fiiliii

of being pan of the Black
Sox scandal to throw the
1919 World Series,swore
that he played legiti·
ma tely, but was stil l
banned because h'e accepted the gambler's
money. He lived the rest
of his life in depression
over his banishment
from baseball.
The first commissioner of baseba ll,Judge
Landis, who was called
tosavethegameaf terthe
Black Sox scandal,
banned all eight conspirators from ever playing baseball again.
The hero of the 1960
World Series, Bill
Mazeroski, hit the winning home run in the
ninth inning of the seventh game to put his
Pittsburgh Pirateson top
of the ew York Yankees.
And then there's
Brooks R6binson, who,
fort he Ba ltimoreOrioles,
would set the all-time
record for assists,
putouts, double plays
and fielding for third
base, and would win 16
consecutive golden
gloves.
Whi le there are the
players that most of
'""d'" MoKH!.p
today's geneta tion has
heard of, there are also
Series because he didn't get along the players who everybody has
with the president of the Ameri· heard of.
Ty bb, the player who wou d
a ,
o n.
joe jackson, who was accused settheall-time lifetime battingav-

to find an American, Steve
Nebrasksa, played by Brendan
Fraser, ('Encino Man') who can
knock a catcher over with his
fastball and turnsomeoneelse'sinto
a Mexican refugee in southern
Texas. Al immediately rakes Steve
back to the states and gets him
signed with the New York Yankees
for a salary that almost justifies the
recent players' strike.
However, it is a tSteve's pressconference that you find out, "The
Scout," is not the usual hokey baseball comedy. Steve gets agitated
with the reporters and picks up a
photographer to make his point.
He has to visit a psychologist, Dr.
Aaron.(Dianne Wiest)whote!lsAI
that he has become a father figure
to Steve.
AI, of course, is thrilled as he
envisions the profits of being close

to Steve. Dr. Aaron then adds, "A
father he'd like to put a bullet
through."
While Dr. Aaron counsels Steve
on his abusive father, Al impatiently insists that he practice everyday in case the Yankees make it
to the World Series, where Steve
will have to pitch the first game.
This creates a rift between the two
as Steve doesn't want to practice in
light of the struggles hes having
with his past. Besides,Al promised
him that he would not have to pitch
until the next season.
When the Yankees do indeed go
to the World Series,Steve becomes
suicidal. The media circus that follows, withSteveon the roof of Yankee Stadium, is something to be
seen.
Convincing performances are
given by all in 'The Scout.' The

only exceptions are when Frasers
"sur fer dude" antics seem inappropriate to his character. Also, special appearences by pros Bret
Saber hagen, Keith Hernandez, and
singer Tony Bennett, who gives a
rather charming performance as
himself, liven up the middle of the
script until the fires really start to
burn at the end.
Another refreshing aspect of,
"The Scout," is the lack of a meaningless siQeplot having to do with
sex.
All together, "The Scout," is an
entertaining film. However, the
movie didn't leave any drastic impression on me like "Field of
Dreams," or "The Natural." I can't
justify the high price it will cost
you to see it at the local theater. So
keep "The Scout" in mind when it
comes out on video.

Pete Droge's 'Necktie Second' ranks
up there with the Counting Crows
Brian Sparks
Staff Reporter
"Necktie Second," the debut effort from American Recording artist, Pete Droge, is an impressive exampleof mid·tempo,acoustic·style
rock that could draw national at·
tenrion to the guitarist/vocalist.
Combining sounds similar to
that of Counting Crows, Van
Morrison and Elvis Costello, Droge,
a native of Seattle, offers a variety
of songs that show his abilities both

as a guitarist and as a vocalist.
"Northern Bound Train" and
"Faith In You," two of the best songs
on theCD,areslow, yet upbeat with
smooth guitar work. "Hardest
Thing To Do" and "Hampton Inn,
Room 306" are nice-sounding ballads about troubled relationships
Many of the other songs on "Necktie Second" further show Droge's
abilities as a guitarist, similar ro
those of joe Satriani.
Other highlights include the

Dylan-esque "Sunset Stopwatch"
and theopeningtrack. "If You Don't
Love Me (I'll Kill Myself)," which
offers a bit of sly humor.
Droge is backed up by Gregg
Williamsondrums,RobertCooper
on bass and backing vocalist, Elaine
Summers. The CD's producer,
Brendan O'Brien, also plays guitar
Each com bine their musical
abilities to create a focused sound.
Overall, "Necktie Second" is a
strong debut
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Redford success£ully re-enacts 'Quiz Show' scandals
Kristen Schneidler
Staff Reporter
"Are we a nation of liars and
cheats?" This was the question
posed in 1959 by 'Christian Cen·
tury Magazine' and is perhaps the
essential question of "Quiz Show;" a
compelling drama from Academy
Award-winning director, Robert
Redford.
Based on a chapter from the
book,"RememberingAmerica,"by
Richard Goodwin, the film exam·
ines the true scandal that takes
place in 1958, when a former con·
testant, Herbie Stempel, (John
Turturro) accuses one of the most
success£ ul and popularquiz shows
on television of being fraudulent.
In so doing, the film takes an indepth look at American ethics.
The show, "Twenty-One," was a
phenomenon of its time, and the
scandal tha t followed was sure to
become a sign of the times.
When Herbie Stempel, a very
success[ul contestant, is persuaded
to lose purpose[ y to Charles Van
Doren, (played by Ralph Fiennes)
the very long, drawn out scandal
begins to emerge. Stem pel is asked
by Dan Enright, (David Payman)
the show's producer, to lose on a
very easy question, to boost the
show's ratings.
Stempel is at first ouuaged and
not willing to be humiliated on national tel'evision, but Enright
quickly solves th is problem by offering Stempel a large sum of
money.

Copyright !lolly wood Pluure.s All R l11,h~ Rescrv~d

During the late 1950's, television had opened a door to the world for millions of Americans, and
quiz shows, such as 'Twenty-One' enjoyed a tremendous amount of poularity. Pictured above:
Charles Van Doren (Ralph Fiennes, left), game-show host. Jack Berry (Christopher McDonald,
center) and Herbert Stempel (John Turturro, right).
"For seventy grand, you can afford to be humiliated, Herb,"
Enright says. Needless to say,
Stempel does agree to lose,and Van
Doren wins, only to eventually become the quiz show's most tragic
victim.
When Van Do ren begins to become an all-American hero who
!lppearson thecoversof"Time"and

"Life" magazines,Stempel becomes
jealous and regrets his actions.
Knowing that the show is rigged ,
he provokesagrand juryinvestigation of the quiz show fraud.
This investigation accomplishes nothing in itself, but it does
manage to ratse some questions in
the mind of Richard Goodwin,
(portrayed wonderfully by Rob

Morrow) a congressional investi·
gator, who begins his own investi·
gation for the Congressional Sub·
committee on Legislative Over·
sight.
Throughout the course of his
investigation, Goodwin befriends
Van Doren, who at first has a hard
time dealing with thefact that the
show is rigged, but gradually be·

gins to accept it. Soon, Van Doren
fealizes that he is in 1tonly in itfor
the money Eventually, thefact that
he IS ashamed of this comes out in
one of the mov1e's most emotional
scenes. The scene takes place between Van Doren and his father,
the famous poet, Mark Van Doren,
(Paul Scofield) who is shocked at
his son's actions.
"Yes, I took the money," Van
Doren says. "ls that what this is
about?" asks his father. Essentially,
a major part of the films focus on
eth1cs in this country deals With
the nation's obsession with money,
which can easily lead to dishon·
esty. This focus ends up being the
conclusive issue for Van Doren and
alsotheconclusiveelementof "Quiz
Show."
Outstanding performances in
the film are given by Morrow and
Fiennes, who make the film worth
seeing. In addition, Joann Carlo
turns tn the best supporting role
performance as Stempel's wife,
Toby
"Quiz Show" is a very thought·
provoking film that leaves its audience wondering whether seeing is
believing, or if we really are just a
nation of liars and cheats. lt is a
provocative swry about the power
of television, and Its effe t on the
nation.
This Holly'MXXi Pictures release
is sure ro be a great success for
Redford, as well as for co-producers Fred Zollo, Richard Dreyfuss
andjudithjames.

Morphine's 'Pain~ A cure jor what ails you
Andrew Schlegelmilch
Staff Reporter
Morphine, the emotional blues/
alternative band is back wi th a
winner-a new CD titled "Cure for
Pain" (Rykodisc). And a cure for
pain it is. When I am having a
particularly bad day with the
pounding headache and irritating
selective memory, a dose of
Morphine'smusicisjust what 1need
to relax. Within a few songs, I am
relieved of my stress, and by the
end of the CD, lam ready for what·
ever comes my way.
The short, 44-second song,
"Dawn a," is an accurate, but superficial view of the entire recording.
From the beginning, a low saxophone entertains with a sorrowful
melody that lasts the entire song.
This is the general idea of the CD,
but far from what you should expect throughout the whole recording.
Morphine is a group that uses a
saxophone like most other groups
useaguitar. The saxophone carries
themelodyof mosteverysong,and
it sets the overall tone
"Cure for Pain" can be said to
have one central theme-women.
ltexploreshowmenlovethem,lose
them, and then want them back.
Some of the imagery in the lyrics
makes you wonder if saxophone
players really do know how to get
dates better than the average guy.
"Buena" enters with a low guitar
which is followed by ajumpy drum
beat and a baritone sax. All three
units work together nicely to set
the stage for lyrics that I am afraid
to interpret.
In "I'm Free Now," the lead vo·
calist displays his talent with adelicare song of triumph .• The sax
swoons as the singer tells his story
of being£ ree to do whatever he feels

like doing. Even in the faster parts
of this track, a gentleness is maintained. Thisoneisa personal fawrite of mine.
I can easily picture Tom D. Cat
with sunglasses and a guitar playing the fourth song, "All Wrong"
With a mischievous rhythm,aguitar slides up and down the chords,
setting the stageforinteresting lyrics. "She had a smile that swerved
all over the road," Mark Sandman
sings.
"Candy" begins with the kind
of sax playing that you might hear
at a highschool prom, but it quickly
turns to a rhythm and tome that
rises and falls,and carries the mood
with it. "Candy" has playful Lynes,
enticing vocals and an odd backup
that you cannot help but love.
Angelic vocalsareaccompanied
by a mandolin in "In Spite Of Me."

This touching song is about letti ng
go and moving o n with your life

Again, this
a onging up" theme (if you had not already guessed).
The two most recognizable
songs are "Thursday," a cunning
song about the pros and cons of
adultery, an<;! the title track, "Lure
for Pain," which is Morphine's answer to the question, "Why take
drugs?"
Thiseventful ride through "Cure
for Pain"isendsonasad note . .Bongos and aguitarofferasouliul tribute to a legendary musician in
"Miles Davis' Funeral."
The CD has its ups and downs,
but it's certainly a keeper. Two
th urn bs up to Morphine for taking
awaymyheadacheandhelpingme
realize that beautyandsadnessare
very much related.
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Purple Raiders trip
Blue Streaks, 10-7

Streaks crush Crusaders
Men's soccer remains unbeaten in 0 AC
Mlchae~ Homer
Staff Reporter

The John Carroll men's soccer
team remained unbeaten in Ohio
Athletic Conference play after
romping Capital 4-0, last Friday,
rebounding from a scoreless tie
earlienn theweektoMoum Union
TheStreaksscored two goals in
each half against a weaker Capttal
team. The team wassparkedbythe
performance of senior Joe Waters.
Waters had two unassisted goals
and an assist against the winless
Crusaders.
Junior forward JozsJ Jalics
starred the scoring in the first half
by punching in a nice pass from
Waters in front of the net. Sophomore Adrian Del Busse netted the
other goal in the half on a penalty

streak -a stretch spanning 34ga mes
at Wasmer Field. During the streak
-whic h began with a6-0thumping
of Heidelberg on October 10,1990Carroll has outscored its opponents
121-21. The Blue Streaks' next home
game on October 19 is against
Hiram, the last team to beatJCU at
Wasmer in early October of 1990.
Earlier in the week. the Strea ks
could not capitalize on numerous
occasions to move past Mount
Union. However, the defensive un it
was tough again, holdmgthe Purple
Raiders tO no goa ls- resulting in a 00tie.
Starting Wednesday, the Streaks
began an important stretch of the
OACrace with their next four games
on the road. The last three are all
against conference foes.

kick on afoul by the Capital goalie.
Waters thenscored the two goa Is
in the second half, both off rebounded shots. The defense held
Capital to JUSt two shots on goal
and dtd not allow a goal this week.
•we used the same strategy as
always," said semor defenseman
Tom llah n. "We try to control most
of our games at midfield and we
d td JUSL that today."
The Capital victory marked the
fourth time the Streaks have not
allowed the opponents a goal.
"Most OAC teams play defensively aga mst us," senior
defensemanMikeZucalsaid."They
don't pressure up top and it lets us
control them idfield."
The victory over the Crusaders'
added to jCU's home unbeaten

going and we could get the first
down. lcansecondguessmyself to
Two of the Ohio Athletic death on that, but there was shooConference's heavyweights went in we could have made it."
Mount Union took a 3-0 lead in
toe-to-toe in a downpour at
Wasmerfield,and when it was over the first quarter on Ulichney's 33defendmg Div ision Ill National yardfieldgoal. Then, in the second
Champion Mount Union was left quarter freshman quarterback Bill
standing as they defeated john Borchert found a streakmg Sean
Lyons do\!.'11 the sidel ine for a 74Carroll! 0-7.
In a game that matched two of yard touchdown.
"He (Lyons) read it where he
the league's most potent offenses,
Lhegame hingedonacontroversia l could beathismandeep,"Borchert
fourth down play and two coffin- said, "and the safety bit hard and
corner punts by Mount Union luckily we made the play:"
It turned out to be one of the few
punter Dan Ulichney.
Early in the fourth quarter with big offensive plays either team
field conditions worsening, John made in a game dominated by deCarroll faced a fourth and fourf rom fense.
':John Carroll has a great dethe Purple Raider 16-yard line.
Rather t han have kicker Ja son fen se," Mount Union Head Coach
Gold berg attempt a game tying 33- LarryKehressaid. "Wejustcouldn't
yard field goal, Head Coach Tony do anything against them today
DeCarlo elected to go for a first but our defense came up big, too."
Mount Union came into the
down. Pj.Insana'sfourthdown pass
game miss ing their starting
fell incomplete.
"I felt wiLh the conditions being backfield of John Mandato and
what they were it would be hard to Steve Evans, and it showed as they
handle the ball," DeCarlo said . "l were held to 15 yards rushing by
though t we had the momentum JCU's defense in the contest.
Erik Boland

Staff Reporter

.cc improves at Catholic Invitational
Men take 7th and women 5th in College Division
Michael Ziccardi
Staff Reporter

Runningagainstsuch big name
schools as Notre Dame and Boston
College, both the mens' and
womens' cross country teams
placed well as they traveled up to
South Bend, Indiana ro compete in
the National Catholic Invitational.
Host Notre Dame finished first
overall in the women's category
Boston College placed first overall
in the men's division.
Senior GTE Academic AllAmerican Danielle Sluga led the

women5 team to a 13th

...UW..~iibiid'~~.
consisting of Division llland NA IA
schools. Sluga's time of 19.49, placing her 5th out of a pack 77. Amy
Fenske. a sophomore Academic
All-American, took 13th shaving

•

her time by 56 seconds from her
last years time at Notre Dame with
an improved mark of 20:20. Senior
Tish Kanagea's time of 20:59 gave
her an 18th place finish. Coming in
27th was sophomore Jodi Bora
(21:22) and claiming 49th was
Penny Roxas (22:54 ).
"Thegirlsare'M:lrkingextremely
hard giving 100% effort,' said the
Head Women's Cross Country
Coach Grove Jewett. 'Their attitudes and team support is phenomenal, and that is what it takes
to be successful in anything they
do.·

'ftA!m!!ft,,Ol~'dil!!~l"'''l1!1d,,1had

rheir best overall finish of rhe season grabbing 18th in the overall
meet and 7th in the College Division. The Blue Streaks got a season
best out of seniorJasonlehrerwith

a time of 27:43, giving him a 24th
place finish.
The men's Head Cross Country
Coach Don Stupika feels the race
was a success, considering thecompetition they were up against.
"'We had many more pluses then
minuses, and it is this type of improvement each week that helps us
strivetowardsourgoals,"saidCoach
Stu pika
Also displaying great improvement in South Bend was Dave
Frattare(28:23)andJerem y Esteves
(29.06). The men as well as the
women have the \Wek off, but are
li(l1ft!ctl1111! t'helr focus to the AllOhio meet at Ohio Wesleyan on
Saturday, October 15th. After OW
bothJCU teams will have one more
tune-up before the OAC Championships on the 29 of October.
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Sophomre Bryan Painter slide tackles an unidentified opponent
earlier this season. Mike Zucal (left) and Adrian Del Bussa
(right) eye the play.

Lady booters downed
Jonathan Kase
Staff Reporter

With keycomponentsof the
offense missing, the john Carroll
v.{)men's soccer team fell to the
Capital Crusaders 4-1 in an Ohio
Athletic Conference match in
Bexley, Ohio last Saturday.
The Lady Streaks, now 6-5
overallandl-3inconfcrenceplay,
pla~ without the help of forwards Thea Consler and Annie
Klekamp(bothof whomshould
be back for the next game) and
couldn't muster enough £irepower to counter the Capital attack
DanielleSlugascoredthelone
StreakgoalconnectingoH anassistf rom fellow mjdfielder Molly
Burke.
Meanwhile, the defense
seemed unable to fend off Capital as the Crusader's made good
of their opportunities, converting good on both of their first

john Carroll"s top rated conference passing attack was held in
check both by the weather and
Mount Union's defense as lnsana's
Iine read 13-26 for 139 yards with
onetouchdown(adeflected 17-yard
pass tO Carmen 1\lacqua) and one
interception.
The BlueStreakdefense held the
Purple Raiders tw1ce late in the
fourth quarter, but Mount Union's
Ulichney gave the JCU offense an
almost insurmountable task with
consecuttve punts that wemoutof
bounds at the one and two-yard
lines. respectively.
"Those were big plays," Kehres
said. "To get those punts down there,
were really excellent placements
of the football and put our defense
in great shape."
Next week the BlueStreaks(3-l,
2-l)playagainst a second consecutive OAC power as Heidelberg (31, 2-l) comes to Wasmer Field for
JCU's Homecoming, their only loss
coming from OAC rival BaldwinWallace. The Student Princes won
last year's game against the Sneaks
in Tiffin. 28-17.

~IC' ~)'

Women's Volleyball teams up for victorious campaign

half chances. They rounded out the
scoring with two more goals after
intermission.
Goalkeeper Angela Rochowiak
commented on Capital's goals; "We
just broke down and they got a few in
the net."
The Streaks' next game kicks off
Homecoming weekend atJohn Carroll,as they play host to Marietla Friday at 4 p.m. The Pioneers will be
coming off a game against Bethany
(West Virginia) on Wednesday.
With their last conference game
resulting in a 2-0 loss to Baldwin
Wallace, Mariettastandsat 1-3 in the
conferenceand 3-8overall. But, they
have the fifth leading scorer in the
OAC, Bekah Atkinson, who averages
2.00 points per game. She ranks just
ahead of JCU's Shannon Sullivan
who scores at 1.67 points per game.
Another top gun for the Pioneers is
their leading scorer, Dawn Karbler,
who has nine goals and one assist
this season .

Randolph G. Loeser
Staff Reporter

Begining today and runningfor
the next four weeks, The Carroll
News will look at how the john
Carrolt's womens volleyball team
has built upon its success over the
past three seaso ns. Th is season is no
diiferenc,asjive eniorsjorm a wre
group that has won a whopping 107
games to only30 losses. Each brings
a uniq ue personality that has
formed a Formula for Success..
Part!. "The Bench"
Whenyouwinover88%ofyour
games in four years, the formula to
acheive that success lies much
deeper then just the six players who
take the floor at the start of the
game. Winning becomes the
finished product of hard work and
dedication, yet not all the credit is
distributed evenly.
If you were to ask any player on
the John Carroll volleyball team
who they think is the teams most
valuable player, without a doubt
they v.{)Uld say it is senior julie
Pavolino. Her stat line does not tell

any of her story. She has appeared
in only three games, yet her value
to the team is the most important
ingredient to its success.
"J ulie is the team player that
every coach dreams t'hey could
have," said head coach Gretchen
Weitbrecht. "She has this unconditional com ittmem to her team,
and she will do what ever she can
to help"
Pavolinoistheraretypeof player
that brings forth the love of the
game despite the fact that she
knows she will not get in.
Sometimes she questions why she
is even sticking with it, but she
knows that there is no place she
would rather be then on the court
with her friends, her teammates.
"I played a lot during high
school, and at hrst not getting in
was very hard," said Pavolino. "But
being a part of the team that is a
winner is the greatest motivation
to continue."
John Carroll's 22-5 record,
which includes last Saturday's loss
to conference rival Ohio Northern

and Tuesdays win over Heidelberg,
will not show what Pavolino has
meant to the team this year.
'After our third tournament at
Marietta, wewerejustnot playing
likeateam,"saidfellowseniorLeslie
Mahl. "Coach (Weitbrecht) had a
long talk with us about coming

Much of th ecred itfonhatwin went
to Pavolino.
"No matter if we were down or
winning, all we had to do was look
over to Julio and we got our
support," said senior Kathy
Frickman. "She is more than just a
member of the team, she is prob-

whyl try to beupbeatandoptirnistic, just have fun with what I am
doing," said Pavolino. "And Cal
Ripken has always been my hero.
He's notflashy,buthedoeswhathe
has to betterthenanyoneelse. "
ln a sport where the concept of
"team" is so important, Pavolino

to ether on th e floor a[rer ever y

ably our biggesd an."

\">er<;Om[ie~ ~his id~a This attitude

ana ng ll10I'Ii vccaiWJdi ~::~~Ji~--..-,_..-.._._...._llllililllli
supportive. I think Julio (Julie) volleyball is one that carries over on "! er
point

though ,showed us how."
Pavolino's idea was to get the
bench"revolving"aftereverypoint
She thought this would be a good
idea to show not only support but
also keep each other in the game.
"Coach is always telhng us to
stay loose in case we are needed. I
thought that the revolving bench
would be the way for us to come
together more as a group,"said
Pavolino.
TheLadyStreaksputtheideato
use in the first John Carroll
University Invitational, a
tournament the Streaks cruised
thro.ugh despite the loss of senior
Stacey Mullally to an ankle injury.

intojustabouteverythingshedoes.
ltisthewayshedoesitthough,that
is so impressive.
"Julie always focuses on the
positives. She knows how to turn
bad into good," said Weitbrecht.
"She not only demonstrates the
ingredients for success, but brings
them to life so that everyone gets
involved."
Pavolino looks to the simple
pleasures in life for her inspiration,
thingslikeaJimmyBuffettconcert
or watching her favorite baseball
player, Cal Ripken Jr. Both have
been models for heron how to live.
"Buffett sings that if we didn't
laugh. we'd all go insane. That's

:20680 ~ort:h Parle Boulevard
'tJ':n.i"orsit:y I-:Jeight:s~ C>hio 44.118

Mike Lyons

Sluga ran to an individual 5th
place finish at The National
Catholic Invitational, last
Friday. Then, the senior midfielder scored the women's
soccer team's lone goal in a 4lloss to Capital last Saturday.

The senior goalkeeper recorded his 26th career. shutout
against Mount Union, on
September 28. Though the
game ended in a 0-0 tie,
Lyons lowered his goals
against average to 0.67, tops
intheOAC
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welL She is one of f1ve onginal
members that have been w1th the
program for all four years. Yet her
fellowseniorteammatesagreethat
they would not be where they are
today if it were not for her
In late breaking news, senior
setter Leslie Mahl, a two-time first
teamAII-DhioAthleticConference
selection, will miss at least
Saturday's
game
against
Muskingum due to a third degree
sprain of the right ankle, which
occurred late Monday night during practice, according to
Wietbrecht Also. senior Stacey
Mullally has been cleared to begin
playing this Saturday.

Corrections: The headline of the football article from
9/29/94 should have Indicated a Blue Streak victory over
Otterbein, 44-7. Also, the cutllne should have stated the
men's soccer team's victory over Heidelberg as 2-0.

Danlelle Sluga

lr'rer

In action earlier this year, senior free safety Aaron Perusek
awaits an offensive attack. Perusek is one of the key players
that solidifies the defensive secondary for the Streaks.

321-72 72

HAPPY HOUR
Mon.-Fri. 3p.m.-7p.m. &: Sat.l2p.m.-7p.m. (cafe only)
22oz. Big Buds & Big Bud Light Specials
15¢ Wings-Mon.&: Tues. 7p.m.-close
We offer em army of sauces ana toppings for pasta as well as pizza.
'The menu also includes greiAt sa/acts. ca/zone, burgers. appetizers. chicken. velA!.
eggplant, ana sanclwiches, from the traclitional to the creative.

<taste the difference!
WITHIN WALKI G DISTANCE OF CAMPUS
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Men'ssoccerremainsunbeaten inOAC
Michael Homer

streak -a stretch span ni ng34 games
at Wasmer Field. During the streak
-which beganwitha6-0thumping
of Heidelberg on October I0, I990Carroll has outscored irsopponenrs
121-21. The Blue Streaks' next home
game on October 19 is against
Hiram, the last team to beatjCU at
Wasmer in early October of 1990.
Earlier in th e week, the Streaks
could not capitalize on numerous
occasions to move past Mount
Union. However, the defensive unit
wastoughagain,holdmgthePurple
Ra1derstonogoals- resultingina o0 tie.
Starting Wednesday, the Streaks
began an important stretch of the
OACrace with their next four games
on the road. The last three are all
against conference foes.

kick on a foul by the Capital goalie.
Watersthenscoredthetwogoals
in the second half, both off rebounded shots. The defense held
Capital to just two shots on goal
and did not allow a goal this week
"We used the same strategy as
always," said senior defenseman
Tom Hahn. "We try to control most
of our games at midfield and we
did JUSt that today."
The Capital victory marked the
fourt h time the Streaks have not
allowed the opponents a goal.
"Most OAC teams play defensively against us," se nior
defensemanMikeZucalsaid. "They
don't pressure up top and it lets us
control them idfield..
The victory over the Crusaders'
added to jCU's home unbeaten

gomg and we cou ld get the first
down.lcansecondguessmyselfto
Two of the Ohio Athletic death on that, but there was shooConference's heavyweights went in we could have made 1t."
Mount Union took a 3-0 lead in
toe-to-toe 1n a downpour at
Wasmer field, and when it was over the first quarter on Ulichney's 33defend ing Div tsion Ill Nauonal yard field goal. Then ,tn the second
Champion Mount Union was left quarter freshman quarterback Bill
standing as they defeated john Borchert found a streakmg Sean
Lyons down the sideline for a 74Ca rrolll0-7.
In a game that matched two of yard touchdown.
"He (Lyons) read it where he
the league's most potent offenses,
the game hinged on acontroversial could beat his man deep,"Borchert
fourth down play and two coffin - said, "and the safety bit hard and
corner punts by Mount Union luckily we made the play."
lt turned out to beoneof the few
punter Dan Ulichney.
Early in thefourthquarrer with big offens ive plays either team
field cond itions worsening, john made in a game dominated by deCarroll faced a fourth and fourfrom fense.
"john Carroll has a great dethe Purple Ra ider 16-yard line.
Rather than have kicker jaso n fense," Mount Union Head Coach
Goldberg attempt a game tying33- LarryKehressaid."Wejustcouldn't
yard field goal, Head Coach Tony do anything against them today
DeCarlo elected to go for a first but our defense came up big, too."
Mount Union came into th e
down. PJ.Insana's fourth down pass
game missing their starting
fell incomplete.
"I felt with the conditions being backfield of John Mandato and
what they were it would be hard to Steve Evans, and it showed as they
handle the ball," DeCarlo said. "l were held to 15 yards rushing by
thought we had the momentum jCUsdefense in the contest.
Erik Boland

Staff Reporter

.cc improves at Catholic Invitational
Men take 7th and women 5th in College Division
Michael Ziccardi
Staff Reporter

Runningagainstsuch big name
schools as Notre Dame and Boston
Coll ege, both the mens' and
womens' cross co untry tea ms
placed well as they traveled up to
South Bend, Indiana to compete in
the National Catholic Invitational.
Host Notre Dame finished first
overall in the women's category.
Boston College placed first overall
in the men's division.
Senior GTE Academ ic All American Danielle Sluga led the
women's team o a 13th
over'

consistingof Division /I land NAIA
schools. Sluga's time of 19:49, placing her 5th out of a pack n. Amy
Fenske, a sophomore Academic
All-American, took 13th shaving

her time by 56 seconds from her
last years time at Notre Dame with
an improved mark of 20:20. Senior
Tish Kanagea's time of 20:59 gave
her an 18th place finish. Coming in
27th was sophomore Jodi Bota
(21:22) and claiming 49th was
Penny Roxas (22:54).
"Thegirlsareworkingextremely
hard giving 100% effort,' said the
Head Women's Cross Country
Coach Grove jewett. 'Their attitudes and team support is phenomenal, and that is what it takes
to be successful in anything they
do.·
their best o~erall finish of the 'season grabbing 18th in the overall
meet and 7th in the College Division. The Blue Streaks got a season
best out of seniorjason Lehrer with

a time of 27:43, giving him a 24 th
place finish.
The men's Head Cross Country
Coach Don Stupika feels the race
was a success, considering the
competition they were up against.
"We had many more pluses then
minuses, and it is this type of improvement each week that helps us
strivetowardsourgoals,"saidCoach
Stu pika
Also displaying great improvement in South Bend was Dave
Frattare(28:23)andjeremy Esteves
(29.06). The men as well as the
women have the w.:ek off, but are
'WA.....~n their focus to he A lOhio meet at Ohio Wesleya n on
Saturday, October 15th. After OW
bothjCU teams will have one more
tune-up before the OAC Championships on the 29 of October.
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Purple Raiders trip
Blue Streaks, 10-7

Streaks crush Crusaders
Staff Re porter
The joh n Ca rroll men's soccer
team remained unbeaten in Ohio
Athletic Conference play after
romping Capital 4-0, last Friday,
rebounding from a scoreless tie
ear her in the week to Mount Union
The Streaks scored tvio goals in
each half against a weaker Capita l
team. The team wassparkedbythe
performance of senior joe Waters
Waters had two unassisted goals
and an assist against the winless
Crusaders.
Junior forward jozsi jalics
started the scoring in the first ha If
by punching in a mce pass from
Waters in front of the net. Sophomore Adrian Del Busso netted the
other goal in the half on a penalty

Cage

Sophomre Bryan Painter slide tackles an unidentified opponent
earlier this season. Mike Zucal (left) an<l Adrian Del Busso
(right) eye the play.

Lady booters downed
Jonathan Kase
Staff Reporter

With key components of the
offense missing, theJohn Carroll
womens soccer team fell to the
CapitalCrusaders+linanOhio
Athletic Conference match in
Bexley, Ohio last Saturday.
The Lady Streaks, now 6-5
overallandl-Jinconference pay.
playtd without the help of forwards Thea Cansler and Annie
Klekamp(bothof whom should
be back for the next game) and
couldn't muster enough fire power to counter the Capital attack.
DanielleSI ugascored the lone
Streakgoalconnectingoff an assist from fellow m,idfielder Molly
Burke.
Mea nwhile, the defense
seemed unable to fend off Capital as the Crusader's made good
of their opportunities, converting good on both of their first

half chances. They rounded out the
scoring with two more goals after
intermission.
Goalkeeper Angela Rochowiak
commented on Capital's goals; "We
just broke down and they got a few in
the net."
The Streaks' next game kicks off
Homecoming weekend at john Carroll, as they pay host to Marietta Friday at 4 p.m. The Pioneers will be
coming off a game against Bethany
(West Virginia) on Wednesday.
With their last conference game
resulting in a 2-0 loss to Baldwin
Wallace,Mariettastandsat 1-3 in the
conference and 3-8overall. But, they
have the fif th leading scorer in the
OAC,Bekah Atkinson,who averages
2.00 points per game. She ranks just
ahead of jClfs Shannon Sullivan
who scores at 1.67 points per game.
Another top gun for the Pioneers is
their leading scorer, Dawn Karbler,
who has nine goals and one assist
this season.

john Carroll's top rated conference passi ng attack was held in
check both by the weather and
Mount Union's defense as lnsana's
line read 13-26 for 139-yards with
one touchdown(adeflected 17 -yard
pass to Carmen Jllacqua) and one
interception.
The BlueStreakdefense held the
Purple Raiders twice late m th e
fourth quarter, but Mount Union's
Ulichney gave the jCU offense an
almost insurmountable task with
co nsecutive punrs that wentoutof
bounds at the one and two-yard
lines, respectively.
"Those were big plays," Kehres
said."Toget those punts down there,
were really excellent placements
of the football and put our defense
in great shape."
Next week the Blue Streaks0-1,
2-l)playagainst a second consecutive OAC po\ver as Heidelberg (31, 2-l) comes to Wasmer Field for
jCUs Homecoming, their on! y loss
coming from OAC rival BaldwinWallace. The Student Princes won
last year's game against theSrteaks
in Tiffin, 28-17.

-.,t'~yldu

In acti on earlier t his year, senior free safety Aaron Perusek
awai ts an offensive attack. Perusek is one of the key players
that solidifies the defensive secondary for t he Streaks.

Women's Volleyball teams up for victorious campaign
Randolph G. Loeser
Staff Reporter

Begining today and runningfor
the next four weehs, The Carroll
Ne ws will looh at how the john
Carroll's womens volleyball team
has built upon its success over the
past three seasons. This season is no
.different,asfive eniorsjqrrn a core
group that has won a whopping 107
gamestoonly30 losses. Each bri ngs
a uniq ue personallty that has
formed a Formula for Success..
Part!. "The Bench"
When you winover88%of your
games in four years, the formula to
ac heive that success lies much
deeper then just the six players who
take the floor at the start of the
game. Wi nning becomes the
finished product of hard work and
ded ication, yet not all the credit is
distributed evenly.
If you were to ask any player on
the john Carroll volleyball team
who they think is the teams most
val uable player, without a doubt
they would say it is senior julie
Pavolino. Her stat line does not tell

any of her story. She has appeared
in only three games, yet her value
to the team is the most important
ingredient to irs success.
"julie is the team player that
every coach dreams they could
have," said head coach Gretchen
Weitbrecht. "She has this unconditional comittment to her tea m ,
and she will do what ever she can
to help."
Pavolinoistheraretypeof player
that brings forth the love of the
game despite the fact that she
knows s he will not get in.
Sometimes she questions why she
is even sticking with it, but she
knows that there is no place she
would rather be then on the cou rt
with her friends, her teammates.
"I played a lot during high
school, and at first not getting in
was very hard ," said Pavolino. "But
being a part of the tea m that is a
winner is the greatest motivat ion
to cootinue."
Jo hn Carroll 's 22 -5 record,
which includes last Saturday's loss
to conference rival Ohio Northern

and Tuesdays win over Heidelberg,
will not show what Pavolino has
meant to the team this year.
'After our third tournament at
Marietta, we were just not playing
like a team,"said fellowseniorLeslie
Mah l. "Coach (Weitb recht) bad a
long talk with us about coming

Much oft hecreditforthat win went
to Pavolino.
"No matter if we were down or
winning,all we had to do was look
over to julio and we got our
support," said senior Kathy
Frick man. "She is more than just a
member of the team, she is prob-

why I try to be upbeatandoptimistic, just have fun with what I am
doing," aid Pavolino. "And Cal
Ripken has always been my hero.
He's notflashy,but he does what he
has to better then anyone else."
[n a sport where the concept of
"team" IS so important, Pavolino

to ether on the floor af ter ever y

abl y o ur b 1gg,cst Lm ."

per<;en\[\cs. this id a Thisatmude

pOint
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supportive. I think j ulio (Julie)
though, showed us how"
Pavolino's idea was to get the
bench "revolving"aftereverypoint.
She thought this would be a good
idea to show not only support but
also keep each other in the game.
"Coach is always telling us to
stay loose in case we are needed. I
thought that the revolving bench
would be the way for us to come
together more as a group,"said
Pavolino.
The Lady Streaks put the idea to
use in the first John Carroll
Un iversi ty Invit ational, a
tournament the Streaks cruised
through despite the loss of senior
Stacey Mulla lly to an ankle injury.

2.0680 North Parle B o u l ev-a:.rd
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Mike Lyons
Sluga ran to an individual 5th
place fini sh at The National
Ca tholic ln vi ta tional, last
Friday. Then, the senior midf iel der scored the w omen 's
soccer team's lone goal in a 4l loss to Capital last Saturday.
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IF YOU'RE NOT
RECYCLING
YOURE
THROWING
IT ALLAWAY.

~~-----~~

volleyball is one that carries over on y er t
intojustabouteverythingshedoes. well. She is one of ftve original
lt isthewayshedoesitthough, that members that have been w1th the
is so impressive.
program for all four years. Yet her
"julie always focuses on the feltowseniorteammatesagreethat
positives She knows how to turn they would not be where they are
bad into good," said Weitbrecht. today if it were not for her
"She not only demonstrates the
ln late breaking news, senior
ingredients for success, but brings setter Leslie Mahl, a two-time first
them to life so that everyone gets teamA !l-ohioAthleticConference
involved."
selection, will miss at least
Pavolino looks to the simple Saturday's
game
against
pleasures in life for her inspiration, Muski ngum due to a third degree
things likeajimmy Buffettconcert sprain of the right ankle, which
or watching her favorite baseball occurred late Monday night durplayer, Cal Ripken Jr. Both have ing practice, accord ing to
beenmodels for her on howtolive. Wietbrec ht. Also, senior Stacey
"Buffett sings that if we didn't Mullally has been cleared to begin
laugh, we'd all go insa ne. That's playing this Saturday.

Corrections: The headline of the football article from
9/29/94 should have Indicated a Blue Streak victory over
Otterbein, 44-7. Also, the cutllne should have stated the
men's soccer te~n's victory o¥er Heidelberg as 2-0.

The senior goalkeeper recorded h is 26th career. shutout
against Mount Union , on
September 28. Thoug h th e
gam e e nded i n a 0 - 0 tie ,
Lyons lo w ere d hi s goal s
against average to 0.67, t ops
in theOAC

...

.32 1 -7 2 7 2

HAPPY HOUR
Mon.-Fri. 3p.m.-7p.m. & Sat.l2p.m.-7p.m. (cafe only)
22oz. Big Buds & Big Bud Light Specials
15¢ Wings-Mon. & Tues. 7p.m.-close
We offer an arm11 o{sauces ancf toppings for pasta as well as pizza.
'The menu also inclucfes great salacfs. calzone. burgers. appetizers. chicken. veal.
eggplant, ancf sancfwiches. from the tracfitional to the creative.

'l'aste the difference!
W ITH IN WALKING DISTANCE OF CAMPUS

I
'
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John Carroll wins the Accounting Challenge
Carrollcapturesitsfirst win in seven years at the Deloitte& Touche sponsored event
Mary Myers
Business Editor

Members of the 1994 JCU Accounting Challenge team: Mark Miring, left, Suzanne Powell, Dave
Powell, Laura Smith, Gretchen Shields, and Dominic Offredo.

Students in Free Enterprise

promote economic education
Jonathan Boyle
Staff Reporter
Sam Walton, the founder of
Wal•Mart, once said, "I'm opt imistic that we can rely on a sound fu-

SIFE will teach fourth graders and
their teachers basic economic
principles in preparation for the
pro£iciency test required for all
fourth grade students in the Clevewa
~ · WM~~·· Wb '-H1alltio:Scboo\
up to all of us co ensure the nght
SlfE wJ/1 also get involved in
educational opportunities to guar- business ventures on campus Curantee it"
rently, S!FE 1s considering a textStudents ln Free Enterprise book swap for next semester, said
(SIFE), is a national non-profit Zinkand.
organization supported by the
"What makes SIFE a valuable
private sector. This
learning experigroup strives to ensure
ence is that you
these opportunities
learn about a mar~rellme
through
learning,
ket system by carpracucing, and teachrying out all of the
and I
mg free enterpnse, al
decis1ons that you
cording to SIFF.'s handwould make in a
forget.
book
market," sa1d Anjohn Carroll Univer·
drew Welki, JCU's
sity now has a SIFF Show me
SIFE moderator.
chapter of its own.
"We (SlFE) are
"Tell me and I wdl and I might
interested in all
forget. Show me and I
majors,
said
might remember Involve remember.
Zmkand. "The goal
me and I will underof SIFE is not to utistand," is SIFE's philoso- Involve me
lize just business
phy. One way SIFE enmajors. All resources, lncluding
ables its members w and I
learn more about free
all majors, are
enterprlse is by placing understand., needed:
them in theroleo[ teachCommunica ingathers.
SIFE Philosophy
tions majors are
SIFE organizations
needed to he! p with
use different forms of
video production,
media to teach the puband education malic, and themselves, about eco- jlrs for developing lesson plans.
nomics, communications, man"There are different facets of
agement,and many other facets of SI FE, and there is a facet for every
the business 'M:>rld In the past,other majlr," said Zinkand.
SIFEorganiza tions have advertised
Underclassmen areencouraged
economic facts, made social science to pin to establish a solid foundavideos, and taught children m tion.
schools in order to spread this
"People can explore how they
economiceducation.lnadditionto can fit into the total professiona I
the mass media, collegiate SJFE environment, regardless of how
teams write, publish, and distrib- they do it and what they like," said
ute literature on matters concern- Senior Adele Fini, who helped
ing free enterprise.
Zinkand foundjCU'sSlFE. "SIFE is
The organization at Carroll totally defined by its members."
plans to teach elementary and
Annually, SIFE reams will parsecondary school children, said ticipate in special competitions.
senior Molly Zinkand, one of the Each team presents an annual refoundersofjCU'sSIFESpecifically, port, and the winning team is de-

termined by a panel of business
leaders.
SlFE was founded in Texas in
1975, and today its national headquartersare in Springfield Missouri.
Toda nead 6:30,000co\l
stUdents have been reached by SIFE,
and there are 28,432 campus students associated with SlFE.

B E S E B VE

The john Carroll University
accounting team edged out Cleveland State Un iversity ta capture a
victory in the Deloitte & Touche
Ninth Annual Accounting Challenge last Friday.
The victory isJoh n Carroll's fi rst
since 1986.
"It started out mainly as asocial
event," said jerry Weinstein, an accounting professor at john Carroll,
and a spectator at the contest.
"Deloitte & Touche wanted to get
together good students forobv iow:
reasons," he said.
john Carroll competed against
Case Western Reserve University,
University of Akron, Youngstown
State University, Kent State University, and Cleveland State University, which hosted the event.
The competitors were both undergraduate and graduate accounting students.
Undergraduate accounting
srudents Susanne Hoffman, Marl<
Myring, Dominic Ofredo, Dave
Poweli,GretchenShields,andLaura
Smith make up jCU's team. Robert
Bloom, an accounting professor at
Carroll, is the team's advisor.
Smith said that the team was
nervous before the event, but still
was able to have fun.
The team practiced on their
own, because theschoolsagreed not
to be professionally coached.

"We met once or twice a week..
to go over sample questions," said
Smith.
Bloom said the team v.orked
well together.
"Our team was not coached,"
and "they funcnoned as an enscm ble," said Bloom. "No one person dominated the team."
"I think it showed tonight that
no team got a lot of coaching," said
Weinstein. "Everyone wasona level
playing field."
The "jeopardy" style game consisted of three rounds, and the
competition was close throughout
the game.
After answering questions
about cost accounting, marketable
securities, and bankruptcy, round
one was completed, and JCU was
in second place; 30 points behind
Case Western.
Carroll took the lead after answering questions about cartoons
and movies during round two,
"Trivia jeopardy."
Kent State tied Carroll in round
three, butjCU answered a "Daily
Double" question to ~ake and
maintain the lead. In the end, the
closest competitor was Cleveland
State, who finished 75 points behind the Blue Streaks.
The home team carne armed
with noisemakers and signs, and
'M:>nthespiritawardLast yearjohn
Carroll hosted the evem and v.on
the spirit award

A personal computer and laser primoconswneabout$200a year in electricIty whm ldt on 24 houn a da'jlln contrast to $50 a year at 40 hours a ~k
Solution: bundlejobsrequiring the computer, turn off when not in use,and leave
the printer off until ready to print
-UBGuiae to Green Computing

'ohn Carron University
Athletic Hall of Fame
1994 Inductees
Paul Hulseman '82
Swimming

OFFICERS'

TBAINIJIG

CORPS

will

John Carroll's f1rst swimming AllAmerican, placing seventh in the
200-yard freestyle at the 1980
NCM Division lii Championship.
Was also pan of)CU's 800·
freestyle team which earned AllAmerican honors in 1981. Most
Outstanding Swimmer award winner at the 1979 Presidents Athletic
Conference Championship. Won
11 PAC titles during his four year
career. Member of.John Carroll's
first and only PAC championship
team in 1981.

Nick D'Angelo '84
Wrestling & Football

will

PBEBEOUISITE: ADRENALINE
ter, self-confidence and decision-makmg
Drive. Intensity Those aren't words
skills . Again, words other courses selyou're likely to see in many course
dom use. But they're the credits you
requirements. Then again, Army Rare
need to succeed in life. ROTC is
is unlike any other elective. It's
hands-on excitement. ROTC will ._........ open to freshmen and sophomores
challenge you mentally and phys- ~~.,.... without obligation and reqmres
about 4 hours per week. Register
tcally through intense leadership
this term for Army ROTC.
training. Training that builds charac-

--=-

--=-ARMYROTt

TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details, visit 2nd F1oor of the RecP1ex or call

'

Three time All· American in
wrestling, winning a national
championship at 190 pounds in
1983 Three- time national qualifi·
er, placed second in 1984 and
third in 1982 \n his other two
appearences at the NCM Division
Ill tournment. Two time PAC
champion, graduated with a
career record of 77- 14-2. Third
team Pizza-Hut All America and
honorable mention. Associated
Pre s All- American linebacker for
JCU football team in 1983 First
team AII-PAC in 1983, and second
team AII-PAC in 1982.

Tim O'Callahan '82
Soccer
Became first John Carroll player to
earn honors higher than all·con-

397-4421

,

ference when he was named to
the 1981 AII-Mideast region second team for CM Division 11 and
Ill athletes. Earned honorable
mention All-Ohio and Most
Valuable Player accolades as a
senior. Chosen first team All·
Presidents' Athletic Conference
following both his junior and
senior seasons. Se!Ved as team
captain in 1980 and 1981. Starter
for John Carroll's first PAC champion team in 1979

Bill Matejka '60
Football
Linle All-American and AllPresidents Athletic Conference
first team honoree at offensive
tackle in 1959. Three year starter
for th e Blue·Streaks, two seasons
at offen ive guard and one season
at offensive tackle. Played a major
role on two PAC championship
tea ms, the fi rst in 1957 and econd in 1959, which was the first
undefeated season in john Carroll
football history. Voted as the
team's most Valuable Lineman
following his senior season .

Bill Nardi '35
Football & Basketbal l
All-Big Four offensive guard in
1933 & 1934. Three-year starter
and three·time letter winner for
the Blue Streak football team.
Tabbed as the top guard on
Cleveland Press spomYriter Chuck
Bang's all-star team in 1934
Named to the all-city basketball
team in 1935

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1994
4:00 pm • Women's Soccer
J CU vs. M a rictt a
6:00pm • Class ot'57 Mini Reunion
• '59 Football Team Registration
35th Anniversary of their
Undefeated Season
Alumni Office
6:30 pm • Homecoming Rally
Rally for football, volleyball,
soccer, and cross country teams on Keller
Commons. Performances by the Dance
Team and Cheerleaders. Spirit
Competitions between the residence
halls.
Recp/ex-Atrium Steps

6:30 pm • Blue-Gold Recplion
'B lue-Gold room

Nick D'Angelo '84
Paul Hulseman '82
Bill Matejka '60
Bill Nardi '35
TimO'Callahan'82
New Conference Room
9:00 pm • Alumni Soccer Reception
Jardine Room
11:00 pm • Blue-Gold Night Cap
Blue -Gold Room
• Class '57 Reception
Faculty Dining Room

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1994
9:00 am • Close Belvoir Boulevard
Belvoir Boulevard
• ' 59 Football Team Mass and Brunch
with '94 Football Team
St. Francis Chapel & Cafeteria
9.30 am • McCarthy Alumni Soccer Game
Wasm er Field
10:00 am • Reunion Committee Seminars
Classes ' 40, '45, '50, '55, '60, '65, '70,
'75, '80, '85, '90
Murphy Room
11:00 am • Homecoming Block Party
Bel voir Boulevard will be the site of a
gigantic block party with multicolored
booths, tents and entertainment. An
assortment of food and beverages will be
offered by Student Union Organizations .
The 87th Cleveland Pipes and Drums will
provide entertainment. The John Carroll
University Marching Band will make its
debut at half time along with our wolf
mascots, the JCU Dance Team, and The
1994 Homecoming Queen and her court .
Belvoir Bo11fevard
• Dedication ortbe T.P. 0' Malley, S.J.

Center for Communications and
Language Arts
0 'Malley Center
11:30 am • Open House and Reception
0 'Malley Center
Noon
• Resident Hall and
Booth Decoration Judging
ALL RESIDENT HALLS AND
HOMECOMING 'BOOTHS will be
decorated in the spirit of the weekend.
First and second place prizes will be
awarded for the best in each category.
2:00 pm • JCU vs. Heidelberg
Wasmer Field
5:00 pm • Evening Mass tor the Class of '57
Rodmafl Hall
6:00 pm • Block Party Ends
Belvoir Boulevard
6:30 pm • Student Union Homecoming Dance
Swingo's- Playhouse Square
• Class of '57 Reception and Buffe_t
Murphy Room
• '59 Football Team
Reception und Dinner
Jardine Room

..
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John Carroll wins the Accounting Challenge
Carrollcapturesitsfirst win in seven years at the Deloitte& Touche sponsored event

Members of the 1994 JCU Accounting Challenge team: Mark Miring, left, Suzame Powell, Dave
Powell, Laura Smith, Gretchen Shields, and Dominic Offredo.

Students in Free Enterprise

promote economic education
Jonathan Boyle
Staff Reporter
Sam Walton, the founder of
Wal*Mart, once said, "I'm optimistic that we can rei on a sound fu-

SIFE will teach fourth graders and
their teachers basic economic
principles in preparation for the
proficiency test required for all
fourth grade students in the Cleve-

termined by a panel of business
leaders.
SIFE was founded in Texas in
1975, and today its national headquarters are in Springfield Missouri

t..ll'lllllllllto!Sdloa\

Toda

nearly6'30,000eoll

stu-

Mary Myers

"We met once or twice a week..

Business Editor

to go over sample questions," said

The John Carroll University
accou nting team edged out Cleveland State University to capture a
victory in the Deloitte &. Touche
Ninth Annual Accounting Challenge last Friday.
The victory isjoh nCarroll's first
since 1986.
"It started out mainly as a social
event," said j erry Weinstein, an accounting professor at john Carroll,
and a spectator at the contest.
"Deloitte &. Touche wanted to get
together good students for obviou:.
reasons," he said.
john Carroll competed against
Case Western Reserve University,
University of Akron, Youngstown
State University, Kent State University, and Cleveland State University, which hosted the event.
The competitors were both undergraduate and graduate accounting students.
Undergraduate accounting
students Susanne Hoff man, Mark
Myring, Dominic Ofredo, Dave
Powell,GretchenShields,andlaura
Smith make up jCU's team. Robert
Bloom, an accounting professor at
Carroll, is the team's advisor.
Smith said that the team was
nervous before the event, but still
was able to have fun.
The team practiced on their
own,becausetheschoolsagreednot
to be professionally coached

Smith.
Bloom said the ream INOrked
well together.
"Our ream was nor coached ,"
and "they fu nctioned as an ensemble," said Bloom." o one person dominated the ream."
"I think it showed tonight that
no team got a lot of coaching," said
Weinstein."Everyonewasonalevel
playing field ..
The "jeopardy" style game consisted of three rounds, and the
competition was close throughout
the game.
After answering questions
about cost accounting, marketable
securities, and bankruptcy, round
one was completed, and JCU was
in second place; 30 points behind
Case Western.
Carroll took the lead after answering questions about cartoons
and movies during round two,
"Trivia jeopardy."
Kent State tied Carroll in round
three, but JCU answered a "Daily
Double" question to Jake and
maintain the lead. In the end, the
closest competitor was Cleveland
State, who finished 75 points behind the Blue Streaks.
The home team came armed
with noisemakers and signs, and
\\On thespiritawardLast yearjohn
Carroll hosted the event and won
the spirit award.

Aper.;onalcomputer and laser printer consume about $200 a year in electricIty whm ldt on 24 houn a day, In eontnst to $50 a year at 40 hours a ~k.
Solution: bundlejobsrequiring thecomputer, turn off when not in use. and leave
-UBGuide co Green Computing
the printer off until ready to print

up co a/J of us co ensure rhe nght
SlFE will also gee involved 10
dents have been reached by SIFE,
educational opportunities toguar- business venturesoncampus. Cur- and there are 28,432 campus sturently, SIFE is considering a text- dents associated with SIFE
anteeit'
Students In Free Enterprise book swap for next semester, said
(SIFE), is a national non-profit Zinkand.
RESER V E O F F I CER S '
TRA I NING
C0 R P
organization supported by the
"What makes SIFE a valuable
private sec tor. This
learning experigroup strives to ensu re
ence is that you
learn about a marthese oppo rrunttl es "Tell me
through
learning,
ket system by carprawcmg. and teach
rying out all of the
mg f r('e enterpnse, ac- and I will
decisions that you
cording to SiFF's hand
would make 1n a
fo.rget.
book
market," said Anjohn Carroll Umverdrew Welki, jCU's
sity now has a SIFF Show me
SlFE moderator.
chapter of its own.
"We (SIFE) are
"Tell me and I will and I might
in terested in all
forger Show me and I
majors,"
sa id
mlghtremember. lnvolvc remember.
Zin kand. "The goal
me and I will underof Slf'E IS not to utistand," is SIFE's philoso- Involve me
li ze just business
phy. One way SIFE enmajors. All resources, including
ables 11s members w and I will
learn more about free
all majors, are
enterprise is by placmg understand." needed."
them m the role of teach Com m unica ingathers.
SIFE Philosophy tioll s majors are
SIFE organizations
neededtohelpwith
use different forms of
video production,
media to teach the puband education malic, and themselves, about eco- prs for developing lesson plans.
nomics, communications, man"There are different facets of
ter, self-confidence and decision-making
Drive. Intensity Those aren't words
agement, and many other facets of SIFE, and there is a facet for every
skills. Again, words other courses sel you're likely to see in many course
the business world in the past,other major," said Zinkand.
dom use. But they're the credits you
requrrements. Then again, Army ROTC
SIFEorgani;::ationshaveadvertised
Underclassmen are encouraged
need to succeed in life. ROTC is
is unlike any other elective. It's
economicfacts,madesocialscience to join to establish a solid foundaopen to freshmen and sophomores
hands-on excitement. ROTC will
videos, and taught ch1ldren in tion.
without obligation and requires
chall
enge
you
mentally
and
physschools in order to spread this
"People can explore how they
about
4 hours per week. Register
Ically
through
intense
leadership
economic education. In addition ro can fit into the total professional
term
for Army ROTC.
this
that
builds
charactraining.
Training
the mass media, collegiate S!FE environment, regardless of how
teams write, publish, and distrib- they do it and what they like," said
ute literature on matters concern- Senior Adele Fini, who helped
ing free enterprise.
ZinkandfoundJCUsSlf'E. "SIFEis
The orgamza tion at Carroll totally defined by irs members."
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOIJ CAN TAKE.
plans to reach elementary and
Annually,S!FE reams will parsecondary school children, said ticipate in special competitions.
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecP1ex or call
senior Molly Zinkand, one of the Each ream presents an annua l re397-4421
foundersof ]CU's Slf'E Spec1ficall y, port, and the winning ream is de-

Paul Hulseman '82
Swimming

S

PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE

ARMY ROTC

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1994

John Carroll's f1rst swimming AllAmerican, placing seventh in the
200-yard freestyle ar the 1980
NCAA Division Ill Championship.
Was also part of JCU's 800·
freestyle team which earned AllAmerican honors in 1981. Most
Outstanding Swimmer award winner at the 1979 Presidents Athletic
Conference Championship. Won
11 PAC titles during his four year
career. Memberof.John Carroll's
ftrst and only PAC championship
team in 1981.

Nick D'Angelo '84
Wrestling & Football
Three time All- American in
wrestling, winning a national
championship at 190 pounds in
1983. Three· time nat ional qualifier, placed second in 1984 and
third in 1982 in his other t\VO
appearences at the CM Division
Ill tournment. Two time PAC
champion, graduated with a
caree r record of 77-14-2. Third
team Pizza-Hut All America and
honorable mention. Associated
Press All- American linebacker for
JCU football team in 1983 First
team All-PAC in 1983, and second
team All-PAC in 1982.

Tim O'Callahan '82
Soccer
Became first John Carroll player to
earn honors higher than all-con·

,

ference when he was named tO
the 1981 All-Mideast region second team for NCAA Division Il and
Ill athletes. Earned honorable
mention All-Ohio and Most
Valuable Player accolades as a
senior. Chosen first tea m AllPresidents' Athletic Conference
following both his junior and
senior seasons. Served as team
captain in 1980 and 1981. Starter
for John Carroll's first PAC champion team in 1979

Bill Matejka '60
Football
Little All-American and AllPresidents Athletic Conference
first team honoree at offensive
tackle in 1959. Three year starter
for the Blue-Streaks, t\'10 seasons
at offensive guard and one season
at offensive tackle. Played a major
role on t\vo PAC championship
teams, the first in 1957 and sec·
ond in 1959, which was the first
undefeated season in .Joh n Carroll
football historv. Voted as the
team's most Valuable Lineman
following his senior season.

Bill Nardi '35
Football & Basketball
All-Big Four offensive guard in
1933 & 1934 Three-year starter
and three-time letter winner for
the Blue Streak football team.
Tabbed as the top guard on
Cleveland Press sporrwtiter Chuck
Bang's all-star team in 1934.
Named to the all-city basketball
team in 1935.

4:00 pm • Women's Soccer
JCU vs. Mariett a

6:30 pm • Blue-Gold RecpCion
Blue-Gold room

Alumni Office
6:30pm • Homecoming Rally
Rally for football, volleyball,
soccer, and cross country teams on Keller
Commons. Performances by the Dance
Team and Cheerleaders. Spirit
Competitions between the residence
halls.
Recplex-Atrium Steps

Nick D'Angelo '84
Paul Hu lseman '82
Bill Matejka '60
Bill Nardi '35
Tim O'Callahan '82
New Conference Room
9:00pm • Alumni Soccer Reception
Jardine Room
11:00 pm • Blue-Gold Night Cap
Blue -Gold Room
• Class '57 Reception
Faculty Diuing Room

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1994
9:00 am • Close Belvoir Boulevard
Belvoir Boulevard

• '59 Football Team Mass and Brunch
with '94 Football Team
St. Francis Chapel & Cafeteria
9.30 am • McCarthy Alumni Soccer Game
Wasmer Field
10:00 am • Reunion Committee Seminars
Classes ' 40, '45, '50, '55, '60, '65, '70,
'75, '80, '85, '90
Murphy Room
11 :00 am • Homecoming Block Party
Belvoir Boulevard will be the site of a
gigantic block party with multicolored
booths, tents and entertainment. An
assortment of food and beverages will be
offered by Student Union Organizations.
The 87th Cleveland Pipes and Drums will
provide entertainment. The John Carroll
University Marching Band will make its
debut at half time along with our wolf
mascots, the JCU Dance Team, and The
1994 Homecoming Queen and her court.
Belvoir Bou levard
·Dedication of the T.P. 0' Malley, S.J.

Center for Communications and
Language Arts
O'Malley Center
11:30 am • Open House and Reception
O'Malley Cenler
Noon
• Resident Hall and
Booth Decordtlon Judging
ALL RESIDENT HALLS AND
HOMECOMING BOOTHS will be
decorated in the spirit of the weekend.
First and second place prizes will be
awarded for the best in each category.
2:00 pm • JCU vs. Heidelberg
Wasmer Field
5:00pm • Evening Mass for the Class of '57
Rodman Hall
6:00 pm • Block Party Ends
Belvoir Boulevard
6:30pm • Student Union Homecoming Dance
Swingo's- Playhouse Square
• Class of '57 Reception and Buffet
Murphy Room
• '59 Football Team
Reception and Dinner
Jardine Room
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[iJommentary
When Iife comes knocking...
Sunday night, I had the unfortunate experience of
insomnia. As I was lying in my bed, passing hour after hour,
I couldn't relax. I couldn't read, I couldn't do anything. It did
not take me long to figure out that I am yet another victim
of college senior angst. I am faced with the decision of
what I want to do with my life, and I have absolutely no
idea. Since I've been in college, I've
always had more friends in classes
above me than in my own class.
I've watched them go through this.
and talked to them about it
extensively, therefore I should
bave been able to see thla coming,
right?
I guess not.
When I was a freshman,
sophomore, and junior, everyone
always told me that lllad "plenty
of time." I guess I did find some
sort of consolation in that statement, even though I know
how foolish that was. Unfortunately, my time has run out.
Don't get me wrong. I feel that my time at John Carroll
has prepared me well. I am almost ready to leave. I am
definitely ready to go. I have learned a tremendous
amount and I am an entirely different person now than 1
was when I first entered Dolan Hall as a freshman.
Now that I am getting nostalgic. I recognize the value of
my JCU experience. I realize now that I will take the things
~hat I have learned at John Carroll into every aspect of my
life. If I ever use a computer, (an inevitability in any job) 1
can remember how I overcame my computer anxiety in tllis
very office, as my friends taught me the ease of the
Macintosh computer. If I ever have to interview someone, 1
can remember how nervous I was as a freshman sent on
my first CN assignment. If I ever have the incredible
experience of helping someone in great need, 1will
remember the pnde that I felt last fall in St. Louis,
Missouri, when people who had lost all their possessions
in a flood cried tears of joy as 40 Carroll students pulled
up to help .If I ever have to deal with a situat ion of
injustice, I will remember all the struggles I've dealt with
at JCU, from the fighting for the ability to hang signs in the
atrium to taking three final exams in the same day.
The experience of college affects us all on many
different levels, and prepares us for life in many ways.
Although I have not always been happy here, 1would not
trade any of my experiences. This may sound cliche, but 1
am determined to make the best of the time that 1have
left. Unfortunately, I have waited until this year to do many
of the things I always wanted to try, and I am finding that
there is not enough time. (So underclassmen, don't make
that same mistake.)
I have no idea where I will be a year from now. However,
Monday afternoon, as I walked around in a tired, zombie- .
like trance. discussing my life dilemmas, someone said
something that broke through my haze. "Don't think of
your decision as the rest of your life," she said. "Think of it
as a stepping stone." As I thought about it more, 1can see
a lot of wisdom in this advice. It's yet another lesson.
Everyday, there's more to learn.

What should determine
a king and a queen?
Throughout the history of the world, the best kings and queens have been
those who have helped their people the most. The same should hold true here
at john Carroll.
In the coming week atjCU, students will choose the couple who will, for the
weekend festivities, wear the titles of Homecoming King and Queen. In the
past the royal couple has been chosen because they were among the most
attractive, the most popular, or the most athletic students at john Carroll. They
won, but they did not deserve the titles.
The people who do deserve the titles only rarely make the court, however.
They can usually be found running from meeting to meeting, asking people to
sign petitions, working at volunteer projects or educating people about the
needs of the community. They are the selfless. While the rest of us hustle from
test to test and from class to class, these people go the extra mile and make life
a little better for those around them.
·
Most of us seldom notice how these people help others. We take it for granted
that someone will work at Project Gold, that someone will arrange the Dance
Marathon, that someone will tutor the inner-city children, or that someone
will answer the phone for Safe Rides. We take it for granted that this someone
will be someone else.
We conveniently forget these people and when the time comes to recognize
someone as truly outstanding, a model student and deserved of the title
Homecoming King and Queen, we overlook them again. Instead we glorify the
most beautiful girls, the most attractive guys or the most popular people. But
in a society where people sacrifice and give of themselves for the sake of others,
more deserving kings and queens exist.
Look for them when you vote for the Homecoming couple; they are out there.
The best kings and queens are those who help their people the most.
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HIT: Shirley's back and_.. her daughter's married! HIT: Marroitt didn't cater
the wedding! MISS: To the football team, when fourth and four on the 16, go
for three, that's what those upright things at the end of the field are for. HIT:
The Computer Consulting room in the O'Malley Center; try the cool, cool
laser printer there. MISS: Smoking security guards; please, my lungs are at
work. HIT: The Accounting Association- the team took first place at the
Accounting Challenge. MISS: The regular power failures in East and
Campion. HIT: Fall break is just around the corner. MISS: Locking the
Administration building except for the front door; point?
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FORUM

To the Editor:
Lwould personally like to commend theJCU Accounting
Association for the tremendous lack of respect and courtesy
that they demonstrated toward s the Black United Students
Association on Monday, September 26. The BUSA had a
meeting scheduled that evening. that rese rved the Jardine
room until6 p.m. At around 5:20, Accounting Association
members began filing in, and by 5:40 there was such a
significant number, that they began disrupting the BUSA
election proceedings and had to be asked to quiet down.
This University tries to emphasize and indoctrinate the
student population into believing that they are open to diversity. Outside of "maybe a few" administrators, l whole
heartedly feel that the University probably views diversity
as a necessary "inconvenience." Considering the fact that
they were just awarded a reaching grant; would this grant
have been awarded tojCU if the minority population did nor
measure up to any particular governmental guidelines? CUI
am in error in assuming that minority enrollment was a
factor in the determination of the recipients of th is grant,!
apologizeD
1 am aware that the Accounting Association does not
represent the population of jCU as an aggregate, but the
disturbing aspect oft his incident was that several accounting
administrators were there also. and no efforts were made to
quiet the group. Lam both. a member of the Black United
Students Association and an Accounting Association
member, and my loyaltieswillalways bewiththeJCU BUSA
members because these are the people l ultimately will be
able to co unt on in the future.
In response to the "person" who asked (rhetorically) why
there was a separate organization for blacks - this is why!
We have to respect ourselves because you won't respect US!
Anton KSimpson
Class of 1994

we wam tO pay tO have the same nghtsas those attendtng the
dance. Second,where does the money go? If it goes to pay lor
the dance. then those of us nor gomg are essentially paying
for thosewhoare,and that is not right. If it 1sgomgelsewhere,
then why don't we, as the student body. know where our
money is going~
The main problem 1s this: The k1ngand queen represent
the entire stud~m body at john Carroll. By limiting nominations to those only attendi ng the dance, the nominations
are skewed and are nota true representa tion of john Carroll's
student body. By making thosestudentswhoare not attending the dance pay to nom in ate, you are inhibitingourchance
to have a say in the whole process. And with the many
complaints of student apathy on th is campus, this policy
seems tO be encouraging apathy rather than fighting it.
Therefore, there should be no stipulations on who can
nominate juniors and seniors. Why can't Homecoming
nominations be run like other ca mpus-wideelections where
a signature denotes that you have utilized your voting
privilege? Voting should not be a fund raiser and voters
should not be penalized by wanting to have a say in what
goes on at their campus.
We want costate that this is not in any way a response to
those nominated for court this year. We simply would like to
see the policy changed for all the juniors, sophomores. and
freshmen who will be the seniors of tomorrow so they will
not be rest ric ted as we have been for the past four years. Good
luck to all those nominated this year!
Kristin Curtin - Class of 1995
Regina Hoover - Class of 1995
Heather Stang- Class of 1995

SIFE to offer bookstore alternative

To the EditOr:
In response to the editorial in the September 22 issue of
The CarroU News, we are writing to inform the john Carroll
Community that a new organization hopes to give analternative to the University BookstOre. Students 1n Free EnRA responds to availablity question terprise (SlFE) will begin a book exchange service for used
books. The service will work as follows:
A st udent will give his/ her name to SIFE with the books
To the Editor:
This letter is being written in response to one written by available for sale. We create a database with all the inforJoy Malek in the5eptember29issueof TheCarroltNews.]oy mation. Then. a new student comes to SIFE looking for the
is concerned. as are other students. about the availability of books he/she needs for the various classes. We will provide
the RAs on campus. The availability of the RAs, in my this student with a list of names and phone numbers of the
opinion, is definitely adequate considering the fact that we; people with the books for the particular class. Finally. the
like the other residents.have an academicschedu le. Granted, buyer and seller conduct the actual transaction.
ln essence, SlFE's service will
ng, ma1 c hm aker for
I'm sure the residents already understand that.
Some may
Asforthelncidentthatoccurredconceming]oy.t atwas
a situation where a major ity -notall-of the RAs participated service. Well, here they are: (1) The signs on the wall in the
in an activity that had been planned long ~fore residents atrium will become unnecessary if everyone uses SIFE's
were even to arrive at school. It was unfortunate that joy system. (And no one will have to worry about them always
locked herself out of her room, butstudentscannotgeneralize being removed.) (2) For the sellers, we promise to give out
about the availability of RAs based on one incident. If that their information until we are told to stop. (3) It's free!
[f you're interested in SIFE and/or this service. look for
was the case. where does that leave us. the RAs. if we lock
signsandcome
toaSIFE meeting. SIFE welcomes all majors.
ourselves out of our rooms?
SIFE
Students
In Free Enterprise
Now,joy has a legitimate concern that should definitely
· be addressed. but in my opinion. the availability of RAs is
Student's experiences reflect _
based on individual class schedules, individual extra-curarticle's central theme
ricularactiv ities,and individuals. period. So. based on these
things. I believe the RAs are doing a satisfactory job.
To joy: on the night of your incident, Friday,September 16. To the Editor:
1 wanted to commend the message conveyed by Doug
while many RAs were out on the Good time lll, 1. as well as
Skoglin's
article, "Learning life's little lessons," in the Sepsevera l other RAs who chose not to go that night were still
tember
22
issue of the newspaper. I thought Skoglin's meshere,on campus, all night just in case something like this did
happen. So, contrary to what you thought, we were available sage was importan t, and it was refreshing to read such a
motivational p1ece. His article really made me stop and
Brian Love
reflect on the tremendous truth of the sometimes trite. but
Class 0 r1996
poignant."Carpe Diem"themeimplied.lt hink whatSkoghn
said seems so simple. and I suppose in fact it is. So why is it
Seniors criticize nomination policy that most individuals don't appreciate how lucky we are to
be alive each and every day?
To the Editor:
Skoglin's pointsquestioning the logic behind consciously
Homecoming is this weekend, and we are sure that most
causing
oneself to become physically sick from over-ineverybody is looking forward to the festivities: the football
toxication'
were veryinteresting. Serious]y. WHY do so many
game,thedance,and of coursecrowningthe king and queen
of th e 1994-95 school year. But as seniors, we are very dis- students feel compelled to do th at to themselves' Especially
appointed in the way Homecoming nominations were taken JCU students who have so much going for them ....a good
th is year and in previous years. To nominate a junior or education. nice friends/ peers, intelligence and a future. All
senior, a student must either be attending the dance or pay that greatness should be celebrated, but in a way that allows
one dollar to nom inate a deserving student. Yet the Home- them to remember the festivities the next day.
Skoghn'sfinal point about the uncertainty of life and fate
coming King and Queen are crowned at the football game,
•
was
also extremely intriguing. Not a single person alive
not the dance. The crowning of these students is a regLllar
part of the Homecoming weekend revelries and represents knows what await~ him/her a week from now, a year from
not simply the king and queen of the dance, but the ki ngand now or even an hour from now. so as Skoglin encourages,
queen of the entire weekend. Our homecoming court rep- everyone should make the most out of life. Even the comresents the entire student body, and the nominations should mon. daily events of life should be distingutshed, because
reflect that. Instead, only those attending the dance can of ten the most insignificant activtties turn out to be the most
make a nomination without being penalized by having to memorable.
Thanks for your optimistic perspective, Mr. Skoglin 1 I
pay money to make a nomination.
Ourquestionsnow remain as these. first, whydoweh ave hope all readers appreciated the wonderful message conveyed
to pay co make a nomination? We shou ld benominatingour in "Learning life's liule lessons," as much as 1d1d. Everyone
fellow classmates on their merits; we should not have to be can benefit from the simple, yet profound truth descnbed
attending the dance to do this. After all. this limits nomi- Kate Robinson
nations to the number of bids being sold. Unless of course, Class of 1998

Falbo comments on community
service at JCU
To the Ed ttor:
Here's one or two 1tems for your next "Hits and Misses"
section:
MISS: Heather Sulhvan's report on the Third Annual
Community Service Public Forum .. reportmg that youth
corps partiCipants receive $125 per week for nine months
without mentioning that City Year members also have an
option of receivmgoneof the following post-service benefits
(1) $4.725 which can be used to pay off school loans or for
educationalexpenses,(2)a$4,000savingsbond,or(3)$2,000
in cash....Or, without memioni ng that Ci ty Year's unique entrepreneurial approach to community service was a model
for the current National Service Program, better known as
AmeriCorps Perhaps if The Carro ll News took up my offer
for a personal interview with Mr. Brown. this information
might have been incl uded in the reporl
MISS: Headline of Thomas jdferds'letter to the editor as
)CU'scommitment to co mmun ityservice questioned"__ what
,is clear from Mr.jefferds'le tter is his questioning the interest
and commitment by members of the john Carroll community to attend public forums and lectures in general (community service topics are not the on ly public events poorly
attended). The headline suggests, however. the University's
commitment to com munity service is in question. Nothing
could be more m1sleading.
HIT: Fr. Lavelle setting involvement and integration of
community service into the lifea nd curricula of John Carroll
University as a hallmark for his Administration. He,and the
entire Administra tion,have \vorked hard to fulfill and support this vision. For example, m 1990 the University established a Volunteer Service Scholarshi p program that offers
10 sc holarships to students with exceptional service backgroundsand interest in community service. Last year alone,
there were over 350 applications for the 10 annual scholarships In 1992 the University established the Center for
Community Service as a volunteer center to increase involvement in community serv1ce by all members of the
Carroll community, and to support the integration of community service into both the academic and student life
curricula. Since 1992,the University has received over$6,700
in grants from theCommissionon NanonalandCommumty
Service(now the Corporation for National and Community
Service) to support the development of service learning
programs. TheCenteralsosponsored lastyear'sCarroll Cares:
Midwest Flood RelieJProject which sent 40 members of the
john Canol\
to the St.l ouis. MO area toa.ss1st In
University."
HIT: Campus Ministry has a long history of faith-based
community involvement and social justice advocacy. This
involvement continues through the exceptional work of Ms.
Annie Mulcahy (who. rumor has it. holds a position Fr.
Richard Salmi held during a previous incarnation at john
CarrolD.
HIT: The Student Union and Project Gold continue to be
involved and committed to community service by running
quality, popular community service projects like FOCUS,
meals on wheels. volunteering at Kamana Place, just to
mention a few.
HIT: The Alumni Association has established a position
of Vice-President for Community Service. They were instrumental in sponsoringjohn Carroll University Community Service Day at the StadiUm last year and giving away
4,000 tickets to families and groups that could not afford a
trip to an Indians game.
john Carroll University's commitment to commumty
service is beyondquesnon. Perhaps a more relevantquesuon
for our collective reflection 1s: how can these HITs. John
Carroll's own 1.000 points of light, become a flood light of
hope capable of moving us beyond our too common complain ts that pale in the face of th e everyday issues that challenge lifein urban America-violence.hunger,homelessness.
hopelessness; that shrink in the face the daunting task of
restoring democracy in Haiti; or, that weep in the midst of
such tragedy and suffering in Rwanda? If we as a community ~an not sacrifice a little of our time to learn more about
how one person can make a difference thr9ugh commumty
service. what hope do we have to respond in a caring, compassionate, responsible way to the more complex problems
we face?
Mark C. Falbo
Director for Community Service
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[IJommentary
When life comes knocking...
Sunday night, I had the unfortunate experience of
insomnia. As I was lying in my bed, passing hour after hour,
I couldn't relax, I couldn't read, I couldn't do anything. It did
not take me long to figure out that 1 am yet another victim
of college senior angst. I am faced with the decision of
what I want to do with my life, and I have absolutely no
idea. Since I've been in college, I've
always had more friends in classes
above me than in my own class.
r've watched them go through this,
and talked to them about it
extensively, therefore I should

nave • n able to see this coming.
right7

I guess not.
When I was a freshman,
sophomore. and junior, everyone
always told me that I had "plenty
of time." I guess I did find some
sort of consolation in that statement, even though I know
how foolish that was. Unfortunately, my time has run out.
Don't get me wrong. I feel that my time at John Carroll
has prepared me well. I am almost ready to leave. 1 am
definitely ready to go. I have learned a tremendous
amount and I am an entirely different person now than 1
was when I first entered Dolan Hall as a frestman.
Now that I am getting nostalgic, I recognize the value of
my JCU experience. I realize now that I will take the things
that I have learned at John Carroll into every aspect of my
life. If I ever use a computer, (an inevitability in any job) 1
can remember how I overcame my computer anxiety in this
very office, as my friends taught me the ease of the
Mac1ntosh computer.lf I ever have to interview someone, 1
can remember how nervous I was as a freshman sent on
my first CNassignment.lf I ever have the incredible
experience of helping someone in great need, 1will
remember the pnde that I felt last fall in St. Louis.
Missouri, when people who had lost all their possessions
in a flood cried tears of joy as 40 Carroll students pulled
up to help. If I ever have to deal with a situation of
injustice,! will remember all the struggles I've dealt with
at JCU, from the fighting for the ability to hang signs in the
atrium to taking three final exams in the same day.
The experience of college affects us all on many
different levels, and prepares us for life in many ways.
Although I have not always been happy here, I would not
trade any of my experiences. This may sound cliche, but 1
am determined to make the best of the time that I have
left. Unfortunately, I have waited until this year to do many
of the things I always wanted to try, and I am finding that
there is not enough time. (So underclassmen, don't make
that same mistake.)
I have no idea where I will be a year from now. However,
Monday afternoon. as I walked around in a tired, zombie· .
like trance, discussing my life dilemmas, someone said
something that broke through my haze. "Don't think of
your decision as the rest of your life," she said. "Think of it
as a stepping stone." As I thought about it more, 1can see
a lot of wisdom in this advice. It's yet another lesson.
Everyday, there's more to learn.

What should determine
a king and a queen?
Throughout the history of the world, the best kings and queens have been
those who have helped their people the most. The same should hold true here
at john Carroll.
In the coming week atjCU, students will choose the couple who will, for the
weekend festivities, wear the titles of Homecoming King and Queen. In the
past the royal couple has been chosen because they were among the most
attractive, the most popular, or the most athletic students atJohn Carroll. They
won, but they did not deserve the titles.
The people who do deserve the titles only rarely make the court, however.
They can usually be found running from meeting to meeting, asking people to
sign petitions, working at volunteer projects or educating people about the
needs of the community. They are the selfless. While the rest of us hustle from
test to test and from class to class, these people go the extra mile and make life
a little better for those around them.
·
Most of us seldom notice how these people help others. We take it for granted
that someone will work at Project Gold, that someone will arrange the Dance
Marathon, that someone will tutor the inner-city children, or that someone
will answer the phone for Safe Rides. We take it for granted that this someone
will be someone else.
We conveniently forget these people and when the time comes to recognize
someone as truly outstanding, a model student and deserved of the title
Homecoming King and Queen, we overlook them again. Instead we glorify the
most beautiful girls, the most attractive guys or the most popular people. But
in a society where people sacrifice and give of themselves for the sake of others,
more deserving kings and queens exist.
Look for them when you vote for the Homecoming couple; they are out there.
The best kings and queens are those who help their people the most.
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HIT: Shirley's back and ... her daughter's married! HIT: Marroitt didn't cater
the wedding! MISS: To the football team, when fourth and four on the 16, go
for three, that's what those upright things at the end of the field are for. HIT:
The Computer Consulting room in the O'Malley Center; try the cool, cool
laser printer there. MISS: Smoking security guards; please, my lungs are at
work HIT: The Accounting Association -the team took first place at the
Accounting Challenge. MISS: The regular power failures in East and
Campion. HIT: Fall break is just around the corner. MISS: Locking the
Administration building except for the front door; point?
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To the Editor:
1would persona !I y like to commend thejCU Accounting
Association for the tremendous lack of respect and courtesy
that they demonstrated towards the Black U nited Students
Association on Monday, September 26. The BUSA had a
meeting scheduled that evening, that reserved the Jardine
room until6 p.m. At around 5:20, Accounting Association
members began filing in, and by 5:40 there was such a
significant number, that they began disrupting the BUSA
election proceedings and had to be asked to quiet down .
This University tries tO emphasize and indoctrinate the
student population into believing that they are open to diversity Outside of "maybe a few" administrators, I whole
heartedly feel that the University probably views diversity
as a necessary "inconvenience." Consider ing the fact that
they were just awarded a teaching grant; would this grant
have been awarded to jCU if the minority population did not
measure up to any particular governmental guidelines? (lf I
am in error in assuming that minority enrollment was a
factor in the determination of the recipients of this grant, I
apologize!)
1 am aware that the Accounting Association does not
represent the population of JCU as an aggregate, but the
disturbingaspectof this incident was that several accounting
administrators were there also, and no efforts were made to
quiet the group. I am both, a member of the Black United
Students Association and an Accounting Association
member, and my loyalties will alwaysbewith thejCU BUSA
members because these are the people I ultimately will be
able to count on in the future
In response to the "person" who asked (rhetorically) why
there was a separate organization for blacks- this is why!
We have to respect ourselves because you won't respect USI
Anton K Simpson
Class of 1994

RA responds to avallablity question

we want to pay to have the same rtghtsas thoseattendmgthc
dance Second, where does the money go' If 1tgoes to pay for
the dance, then those of us notgoingareessentiallypaying
forthosewhoare,and that isnotright. If 1t isgoingelsewhere,
then why don't we, as the student body, know where our
money IS going?
The main problem is this: The king and queen represent
the entire stud~nt body at john Carroll. By limiting nOim nations to those only attending the dance, the nominations
are skewed and are nota true representation of john Carroll's
student body. By making those students who are not attend ing the dance pay to nominate, you are inhibitingourchance
to have a say in the whole process. And with the many
complaints of student apathy on this campus, this policy
seems to be encouraging apathy rather than fighting it.
Therefore, there should be no stipulations on who can
nominate juniors and seniors. Why can't Homecoming
nominations be run likeother campus-wideelections where
a signature denotes that you have utilized your voting
privilege? Voting should not be a fund raiser and voters
should not be penalized by wanting to have a say in what
goes on at their campus.
We want to state that this is not in any way a response to
those nominated for court this year. We simply would Like to
see the pol icy changed for all the JUniors, sophomores, and
freshmen who will be the seniors of tomorrow so they will
not be restricted as we have been fort he past four years. Good
luck to all those nominated this year!
Kristin Curtin- Class of 1995
Regina Hoover - Class of 1995
Heather Stang- Class of 1995

SIFE to offer bookstore alternative
To the Editor:
In response to the editorial in the September 22 issue of
The CarroU News, we are writing to inform the John Carroll
Community that a new organization hopes to give analternative to the University Bookstore. Students In Free En·
terprise (S!FE) will begin a book exchange service for used
books. The service will work as follows:
A student will give his/ her name to SlFE with the books
available for sale. We create a database with all the information. Then, a new student comes to SJFE looking for the
books he/ she needs for the various classes. We will provide
this student with a list of names and phone numbers of the
people with the books for the particular class. Finally, the
buyer and seller conduct the actual transaction.
ln essence, SlFE's service w il I be playing matchmaker for

Falbo comments on community
service at JCU
Tot he Editor:
Here's one or two items for your next "Hits and M1sses"
section:
MISS: Heather Sullivan's report on the Thtrd Annual
Community Service Public Forum ... reporting that youth
corps participants receive $125 per week for nire months
without mentionmg that City Year members also have an
option of receiving one of thefollowing post-service beneftts
(l) $4,725 which can be used to pay off school loans or for
educa tiona lexpenses,(2)a $4,000 savings bond,or0)$2,000
in cash... Or, without mentioning that City Year's unique entrepreneurial approach to community service was a model
for the current National Service Program, better known as
AmeriCorps. Perhaps if The Carroll News took up my offer
for a personal interview with Mr. Brown, this information
might have been included in the report.
MISS: Headline of Thomasjefferds'letter to the editor as
"]CU'scommitmenttocommunityservicequestioned"... what
is clear from Mr.jefferds'letter ish is questioning the imerest
and commitment by members of the john Carroll community to attend public forums and lectures in general (community service topics are not the only public events poorly
auended). The headline suggests, however, the University's
commitment to community service is in question. Nothing
could be more misleading.
HlT: Fr. Lavelle setting involvement and imegrauon of
community service into the Iife and curricula of John Carroll
Universityasa hallmark for htsAdministration. He, and the
entire Administration, have worked hard to fulfill and support this vision. For example, in 1990 the University estab·
lished a Volunteer Service Scholarship program that offers
lO sc holarships to students with exceptional service back·
grounds and interest in community service. Last year alone,
there were over 350 applications for the lO annual scholafships In 1992 the University established the Center for
Community Service as a volunteer center to mcrease in·
volvement in community service by all members of the
Carroll community, and to support the integration of community service into both the academic and student life
curricula. Since 1992, the University has receivedover$6,700
ingrantsf rom theCommission on National and Commumty
Service(now the Corporation for National and Commumty
Service) to support the development of service learning
programs. TheCenteralsosponsoredlast yearsCarrol!Cares:
Midwest Flood ReliefProject which sent 40 members of the

To the Editor:
This letter is being written in response to one written by
joyMalekin the September 29issueof The CarrollNews.]oy
is concerned, as are other students, about the availability of
the RAs on campus. The availability of the RAs, in my
opinion, is definitely adequate considering the fact that we,'
Iike the other residents,have an academic schedule.Granted,
John Carroll Community to t'ne St. Louis,MOarca toass\st m
I'm sure the residents already understand that.
Some
may
wonaer
w
.
As for the incident that occurred concerningJay. that was
asituation where a maj:>rity-notall·of the RAs participated service. ~II. here they are: (1) The signs on the wall In the
in an activity that had been planned long ~fore residents atrium will become unnecessary if everyone uses SIFEs
were even to arrive at school. It was unfortunate that joy system. (And no one will have to worry about them always
locked herself out of her room, butstudentscannotgeneralize being removed) (2) For the sellers, we promise to give our
about the availability of RAs based on one incident. If that their information until we are told to stop. (3) It's freel
lf you're interested in SIFE and/or this service, look for
was the case, where does that leave us, the RAs, if we lock
signs
and come to a SIFE meeting. SIFE welcomes all majors.
ourselves out of our rooms?
SJFE
- Students ln Free Enterprise
Now,]oy has a legitimate concern that should definitely
· be addressed, but in my opinion, the availability of RAs is
Student's experiences reflect _
based on individual class schedules, individual extra·curarticle's central theme
ricularactivities,and individuals, period. So, based on these
things, I believe the RAs are doing a satisfactory job.
To joy: on the nightof your in cident, Friday,September 16, To the Editor:
J wanted ro commend the message conveyed by Doug
while many RAs were out on the Good time Ill, I, as well as
Skogli
n's article, "Learning life's little lessons," in the Sepseveral other RAs who chose not to go that night were still
tember
22 issue of the newspaper. I thought Skoglin's meshere,oncampus,all night just incasesomething like this did
happen. So,contrary tow hat you thought, we were available. sage was important, and it was refreshing to read such a
motivational p1ece. His article really made me stop and
Brian Love
reflect on the tremendous truth of the sometimes trite, but
Class of 1996
poignant, "Carpe Diem"theme implied. 1th ink whatSkogl in
said seems so simple, and I suppose in fact it is. So why is 1t
Seniors criticize nomination policy that most individuals don't appreciate how lucky we are ro
be alive each and every day?
To the Editor:
Skoglin's pointsquestioni ng the logtc behtnd consciously
Homecoming is this weekend, and we are sure that most
causing
oneself to become physically sick from over-in·
everybody is looking forward to the festivities: the football
toxication
were very interesting. Seriously,WHY dosomany
game, the dance, and of course crowning the king and queen
of the 1994-95 school year. But as .seniors, we are very dis- students feel compelled todothat to themselves? Especially
appointed in the way Homecoming nominations were taken JCU students who have so much going for them_.a good
this year and in previous years. To nominate a junior or education, nice friends/peers, intelligence and a future. All
senior, a student must either be attending the dance or pay that greatness should be celebrated, but in a way that allows
one dollar to nominate a deserving student. Yet the Home- them to remember the festivities the next day.
Skoglin's final point about the uncertainty of life and fate
coming King and Queen are crowned at the football game,
•
was
also extremely intriguing. Not a single person alive
not the dance. The crowning of these students is a regtllar
part of the Homecoming weekend revelries and represents knows what await~ him/her a week from now, a year from
notsi mply the king and queen of the dance, but the king and now or even an hour from now. so as Skoglin encourages,
queen of the entire weekend. Our homecoming court rep- everyone should make the most out of life. Even the comresents the entire student body, and the nominations should mon, daily events of life should be distinguished, because
Th-, Ceil roil .\t'l'•~ \\'eiCJtliL'~ It:: kr'S !C· Hlt• t'dl: 0' ;_:~ 1: ISO~Jr
reflect that. Instead, only those attending the dance can of ten the most insignificantacti vi ties turnout to be the most
·: . ;.!v r:f ~"' th\ ng \'>'il::lf vGLi \1kc or c11c;.!:i·.e ;ncnJ~ tt~t re\'.Sf)d·
make a nomination without being penalized by having to memorable.
Thanks for your optimistic perspective, Mr. Skoglin1 I
per. a1e CIJi'lrlUS. or !1k 111 gt:-~x-·r,ll. \\~-: ask ~tv:· l::·:ers t.'lt'
pay money to make a nomination.
hopeall
readers
appreciated
the
wonderful
message
conveyed
SLll)f':l: tt eli tJy t) ~: rll. rvl:JI (1;i ~-. lr"l : llt; Carrol! ,'.~c ~-. s: ~ tt ,,_e. : (J
Ourquestionsnowremainasthese. first,whydowehave
en'-,1 ne ~~ i('lrpub!ICJtlcr. '~Vf:_ rt·s•.'rv•' t! -~-~ ngt1t ~Ot:C1: le: ~ ers
to pay romakeanomination' We should benominatingour in "Learning life's little lessons," as much as l dtd. Everyone
for CICU17)' 0:' ~pr1CC con~, II !f·:·;y IOnS.lt.·t t er Sfl\t_ISt t)C Slg_ll(l{j
fellow classmates on their merits; we should not have to be can benefit from the simple, yet profound truth descnbed.
(il,
1il:coPir.:ur;__·d tJy) Jllr p~one nun11:-er.
Kate
Robinson
attending the dance to do this. After all, this limits nomi·
nations to the number of bids being sold. Unless of course, Class of 1998
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Cracked Cymbals

G£0 RG£ by Mark Szorady

by M•cha el A Slayton

tHERE HA5N'T BUN ANY
STRON6 WJHO AU MY/

OUT ON A LIMB by Gary Kopervas
SU!lE You CP-N •

~IS. J"I.)Sf lJ5e.

Ya».. 1/Y'J\Gif'JISJ\ON .
lM 1-\a;,HEE,H~t. ...

L-----------------------!
oft the mark

by Mark Parisi

YES~ SUZY...

I KNO'W "fHf rooN
LOdiS L\K£ liS r:oLLoWJNG
us Wf lf.S oNLY AN OPIICAL
l

ILLUSION ...

THI IPATI by Jeff Pickering

c I a s s i f
Help Wanted
No Gimmicks- Extra Income
Now! Envelope stuffing- $600$800 every week Free details:
SASE to lnternationallnc.1375
Coney Island Ave. Brooklyn,
New York ll230.
Cleaning-Carpet-Growing
east side carpet cleaning company needs entrepreneurial
person to assist with cleaning,
sales and grow with the business. Will start part time 20-30
hrs wkl y. Some weekends and
evenings. Must have good driving record, car large enough to
carry portable carpet cleaning
equipment and good people
skills. Hourly rate depending
on experience plus commissions. Call 464-0546.
Earn-while you learn! All Star
Temporary Services has temp
assignments, full or part-time
to match your skills and fit
your schedule. Our office is
conveniently located in
Beachwood. We pay weekly!
Ca II for appointment. 991STAR (7827).

•

I

e d s

Earn- $2500 & free Spring
Break Trips! Sell 8 trips & go
free! Best trips & prices! Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica,
Panama City! Great experiencell-800-678-6386!

sity know it!

Babysitting

Thanks-jude. You're a sports
god.

Babysitter needed-Starting
now! 1 infant- 10 months,
weekdays- 5-15 hrs. & weekends. Own transportation, references, non smoker preferred.
Cedar-Green area $5.00/hr.
cal138l-7559.
Infant/Toddler care center
parr-time, near Carroll 3821802

Girlie Man-Dump the Fat Butt
Big Haired Chic, and go for me
the psycho who really loves
you.

Hey JC. Penny Jenny, looking
forward to a great weekend!
Happy Anniversary! Love,
Huck
Pretty-Just friends7 Come on.
Forget your friend. -J
Was anyone else happy to see
the red-headed stepchild
blind-sided7

Personals
HeyBudda! Let's get married,
and have some little No Chip
children!
Hey Looney Toon, good I uck
on $aturday. Love, Lucy
Brad C. Leedy-you are heartless and gutless and even
people at john Carroll Univer-

''Buy" the book
ACROSS
1 lllllllde

5 Plot
10 Jim Cortlllll for one

_

14 Oppooed
15 Sam' a tavorte

......

16
friendly
11 NtUII btly
19 ' . . . _ _ _, net
u I clo"
20 Varmicalli
21 Tralfle vlollfors

23 Asloct.
26 Cl!y In N.E. Italy
27 DMalon ol a play
30 Fr...ct\ _ _ :Hair
Slyte

32 u.36 Busi.oenmv. btly
38 Found In tho soap
alate
39 _ _ facto
40 •
'fO'S own
bu ...... ,.

42 Home ol tho (P~

Hey Sweetie- How's nfe in the
city with tea floating in the
water. One week Can you say...
"Can't wait!' -JT
CN Staffers-just a few more
days and the miracle we have
been waiting for will arrive.

Bar bill
Godollcwe

43 Boy Scout groupo
8 MarTI9d eecrelly
o46 Rou- again
9 G<Wden Iooft
47 Baslno
48 Step/len Vlncenl _ _ 10 Towisu buy
11 Latin '1o be"
49 DelaU:Abbrev.
12 <lose
SO Boo~< _ _
52 Broadway signa

Yelfoh-it's 3:30a.m. and Quark
can go and ...

H.S. or Elem.

5
8
7

54
58
62
63
1!6

Undermine
Uodlar-d-peart

Ctoatian. eg
Wdldou, tg

C...mlc aquue

fJ7 ll!scerll
ti8 5enslbla
69 Big hoUse?

10 Aobln'a-.
71 Picnic guests

DOWN
I

File

2

Slnge~Pau

Follow....
4 More altha same
3

13 Rugby IICOf•
1 Oiel8rw conc:em
22 And others

e

24 Aaunclly
25 Rice wine
21 lAine openings
28 Island off Italy
29 lrcnMike
31 French river
33EquiP!*I
34 Millie ton
35 Uw
37 Students buy
38 Kowtow ·
41 Olympic "A·s- ?

48
51
53
64
55

Goawayl
VaccQ tound«

Mexican hot aauce

Concolde&

Landlld
lndctnf~Wn illand
57 Long porlodt olllme

56

5i S<:Olltsh 1r1be
80 Lease
61 POllia worda
64 SiberWin penon
65 AAAP mombera

Due to tecmical difficulties.
the solutton to 'Classical
Clencs· could not be onserted
at l)(ess time. If you would like
a copy of the answers to
'Ciassicai"Ciencs; please stop
by The CN office and ask for
Brendan McKillip.

44 H.S. Juniors exam
46 Make amends
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